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This is our last issue of our first year. Consequently, there are a
few wrap-up columns and a few looking-ahead-tow:ird summer articles
to give us a clean break and to give you some summer-ideas. In
addition there is an interview with a member of the Mattachine
Society that provides much insight into this 'other chapter on human
rights,' a pictoral review of the Women In The Arts Festival art show
"Feminine Perceptions," and the story of the trial of the Buffalo
Five .
We'd like to thank everyone for all the support, and especially
the constructive criticism, we have received this year . We hope that
those of you who have been faithful readers will continue to read us
as faithfully next year (you can get a subscription mailed to you •
you are going to someplace like Sienna or if you are graduating awa _
from Buffalo althogther) and that those of you who would have liked
to work with us this year will help us next year. We'll have a new
Editor in the Fall: Beverley Conrad, current news editor.
Peace, and be well this Summer.

................................................................editorials
Making USG work
tution intended - in meaningful, personal and humanistic directions. We therefor recommend :
FOR PRESIDENT OF USG - TOM PECHAR a man of
conscience and perception . Although Tom has not been as
active in USG, faculty and administrative committees as his
is needed at this point is not a
opponent, we feel that what
leader whose orientation is toward bureauocratic committee
work, but rather a progressive-minded leader whose orientation is toward the students in the classrooms and the students
in the Pub. Tom has a very strong social-political sense that is
not likely to be subject to compromise.
FOR TREASURER OF USG - STEVE BASKIN , current
editor-in -chief of the Record and treasurer of Publications
Board. Just as we feel that the president needs to be a person
with progressive, populist ideals, so too does the treasurer. In
addition, Mr. Baskin has the knowledge of finances and
management which are so crucial to a job which oversees the
expenditure of nearly $500,000. of student funds . It may be
fairly and accurately said that Steve is the most knowledgable
ASE
student on campus in the area of finance .

The United Students ' Govern ment is approaching the
birth of it's second generation. And we , the students of SUCB ,
are the midwives of that birth . We cast the ballots which will
determine the destiny of that body.
Less than one year old, the USG has fallen considerably
short of the goals which were vocalized at its conception. The
intent of the new structure - as the name implies - was to make
student government more relevant to , and more representative
of, the students. For this, changes were made in the constitu tional structure; unfortunately these changes were only superficial - not realized in deed.
This has been, to a large extent, the fault of the current
officials who have not involved themselves as actively and as
openly as was hoped during this first , important year. The
executive branch in particular has often failed to understand
or relate to the wills and attitudes of the students and has
.a,nphasized too much the administrative and more petty
W spects of the governing machine - aspects which are not
readily felt by the student population as a whole .
We want to see USG function as the framers of the consti-

The greening of the individual
day of sun serve to transpose a brown and gray land into ·that
green, green that feels so good beneath the naked toes.
But where do the rains and the sun for the inner world
originate? Such elements do not simply happen for the individual as they do for the earth.
In the case of the inner world, shielded from the elements
by the flesh, it is up to the individual to open himself, to make
himself susceptible, and receptive to the elements - and not
just the water of the rain, and heat of the sun.
In order to find, one must seek. For the world - as it is - to
have the elemental effect on the inner self, it is up to the
individual to find that world, which does indeed exist, and to
seek communion with the many other inner. worlds, or SELFS'
It is up to the individual to keep from becomming stagnant by falling prey to a law of inertia that tends to keep
resting objects at rest.
To keep from "remaining at rest" one must move. One
must exercise his capacity as a human being to raise himself up
from a seemingly muddy, or stagnating environment and
MOVE . Exercise as a human being. And change mere thoughts
and dreams into actions.
The capacity of the individual to replenish his inner world
is as powerful as is the capacity of the universe to replenish the
Earth. One need only KNOW it to learn the technique.
One need only DO it, to experience the greening of himBC
self.

Ah, Spring. The time of year when one should take
delight in "grazin' in the grass " and running nude through
the fields with a butterfly net slung precariously over the
shoulder. However . . .
It seems that the idea of this budding, greening season is
of more value when applied directly to the individual within
each of us, rather than simply to the vicarious joy that can be
experienced by seeing a budding, greening world .
And it seems that a season which pours rain on a world so
that that world might conceive of itself and replenish itself,
need not have its philosophy (if seasons can have philosophies)
confined to only one quarter of the year.
Within each of us there is a world. Our thoughts., out
perceptions, our senses - the transference and digestion of each
of these - form the world within .
It is that inner world that composes the SELF as we per-·
sonally know it; and it is that innel' world that has the capacity
to react with the outer world, and the other inner worlds, or
SELFS.
But where do the rains come from?
In a city such as Buffalo, where the rainy season almost
never quits, the sight of a cloudy day has caused many an
individual to liken himself to that pervasive, low ceiling of
gray.
Consider however, the spring rains . One day of it, and one
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.....................................................................letter!
THE ATTACHED LETTER : . .. AND

FREEDOM

Dear Sir:
The attached letter was placed in our Prisoners Mail Box
for forwarding to you . The letter has been neither opened nor
inspected. If the writer raises a problem over which this institution or the Bureau of Prisons has jurisdiction, you may wish
to write to me or to the Director of Justice , Washington, D.C.
20537 .
You may write back to the inmate , and ask him questions.
Your Jetter will be inspected for contraband , and for any con tent which would incite illegal conduct.
The Bureau of Prisons encourages the press to visit institu tions, and learn abou't correctional programs and activities. If
you wish to do this , please contact me .
Inmates may not receive compensation for material sub mitted to the media . If the person writing you names another
inmate or a staff member in his correspondence, we request
that you advise us of that fact before its publication . We will
provide background information and specific comments when ever possible .
If the writer encloses forward in g correspondence
addressed to another addressee , please return the enclosure to
me, or to the Director.
L.E. Daggett
Warden
United States Penitentiary
McNeil Island , Washington

IF ELECTED . ..

Dear Editor,
I am a serious candidate for the President of the USA.
Please encourage all your readers to write me. I have never
committed a violent act.
John J. Desmond Jr. 19491
Cell 4A2
PS. Hometown : Rochester
Graduate, St. Bonaventure, 1953

•

To the Editor :
I would like to make one small comment about your record reviewer. Some people get their kicks in strange ways. In
the last issue of STRAIT , a record review of the "new Earth
II " album appeared. It sounded so enticing that I immediately
tried to purchase it . After I tried all the stores downtown ·
with no success - I went to the Record Runner and tried to find
it in the British imports.
I didn't find it . I inquired of of a couple of people there
who told me that it doesn't exist. I'd like to ask Sajecki: What
the hell kind of joke was that? Is that any way to run a magazine7
Liz Durelyo
Here is reviewer Sajecki 's reply:
You are right - the album doesn't exist. I do get my k'
in strange ways. But why the hell not 7 By the way , have y
heard the new Pluto IV album?

.
h
.
....·...................·...................................mterc ange
To the EditorIn Karen Anderson's letter to the editor in 'Strait' (Buff.
State - Mar. 23, 1972), she says, " I don 't think it 's .. . funny
to see the women's movement treated as a trivial matter con sisting only of 'bra-burnings '. I don't think there 's a thing to
laugh at when I see . .. the 'komix' showing two tits . . . and no
head. (if she wants something with a head , perhaps a penis
should have been inserted, instead?) That is supposed to represent WOMEN? Hardly' The women who appear in the 'komix'
are not allowed to express themselves -- their worth lies (sic. not 'lays') only in their bodies .. . women are getting sick of
this attitude and a Jot of us are struggling to break out of these
bonds. "
Their panic is readily understandable when they realize
themselves to be an unnecessary evil, readily dispensed with.
By 1994, all females could be liquidated, thus easing the population explosion, and their places taken by test tube babies and
'fucking machines.'
These
would
be clockwork - operated with timers on a dial to set anywhere from
one to a maximum of five minutes, and a switch to set to
STRAIT 4 MAY
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anywhere between 'FAST' and 'SLOW'. When coin was put in,
a latex and India rubber cunt would ooze, open up and a light
would flash, -- 'Insert Here '. These machines would be installed
in all washrooms, and women, per se, would be a thing of the
past , like the dinosaur.
Inspectors would be assigned to ensure that no females
had disguised themselves as males, through skin grafting, etc.
during the mass liquidation.
She ends her letter with " .. . the prevalent idea of the
'castrating bitch' is something I can manage to laugh at. A
. man's cock and balls are hardly at fault . Lobotomy (sic. She
means 'vasectomy'?) would be more to the point, but even I
would not go that far."
How far would she go? If she is that uptight, she and I
should get together to discuss this matter further. If she
put her phone number on her next letter to the editor,
show her what she really wants, - and it isn't any social refo n
- and she knows it.
Randy Hough

I

4

IELD NOTES

•

GEORGE HOWELL

ROLES

Talking about paranoia . With the stepup in the
war these past few weeks there has been an equal
amount of grumbling and indignation about this
seemingly endless war . Now, student complaints
don't count much anyway . Talk of a nationwide
strike brought back memories of the "Great Strike
of '70" that was supposed to halt business as usual.
With the exception of getting a lot of heads busted
and student loans cut, nothing was really accomplished; the war is still with us . If students
lly wanted to affect the war, they would refuse ·
•
uction on a mass basis or do highly illegal things
like draft-file disruptions, or whatever . The legal
means of putting a halt to the war are obviously
non-existant, but then maybe so too are the illegal.
The Buffalo has been found guilty of disrupting
government machinery, something they have never
denied. They haven't slowed down the machine at
all, and while a lot of people have been witnessing
the trial of the Vietnam war in Buffalo, and maybe
having second thoughts about it finally, these five
people are going to suffer for being decent, responsible citizens . But before we get into a deep despair,
we should look at the noticable amount of "established" figures who are suddenly feeling rather impotent in their own security.
Stewart
In last week's issue of Newsweek
Alsop, in his usually very pro-big business column,
wrote a very alarmed article portraying Richard
Nixon as a scared little man so afraid of embarassment at the hands of the North Vietnamese and loss
of next year's election, that he may order an amphibious invasion of North Vietnam, thereby starting
another Korean War . When the Buffalo say these
kinds of things, America can turn a deaf ear because
they're just kids, law-breakers at that, and probably
Aimie sympathizers. But when Stewart Alsop says
ll!"you better believe that something is wrong.
Suddenly, people who were so confident in the
institutions of American government are seeing that
STRAIT 4
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they may have to pay a very stiff price for their
faith. If the war in South Vietnam has been costly,
a larger war in the entire Southeast Asia area - with
the threat of Red Chinese invasion - will destroy the
U.S . And why is this possible? Because people in
positions of power will not break out of their roles
as government agents to make moral decisions as
human beings, stopping the war and curbing the excesses in economic manipulation by such companies
as ITT over small, powerless countries. Our wonderful, self-gratifying image of America as a place
where individuals have great personal liberties is
starting to appear not so accurate to a lot of people
who have never stopped to look at it before.
I had an encounter at the American Red Cross
on Delaware Avenue last week that brought the problem of role vs. self-identity back home.
When I wrote my C.O. statement and made my
personal appearance, I said a number of times that
if a national emergency should arise, whether it was
war or whatever, I would feel obligated to do what
I could for the people in· this country, and that the
means I would choose would be the Red Cross.
Lately, I've been thinking that I haven't done anything to pursue that course of action, so I went to
the Red Cross for general information about services
available and the training needed to participate in
this public service institution. After this column, I
may never be allowed in a Red Cross office but I
think it is important that I say what I see and hope
that it is understood as a sincere expression.
I found myself seated at the desk of the Public
Information Officer's desk. She was a middle-aged
woman named Mrs. Hughes . I had a bit of difficulty
explaining to her what I wanted and after a bit of
general talk about the Red Cross, she asked me why
I was interested in that organization. I told her
about my present hassle with the draft, how I felt I
wasn 't doing what I wanted to, and so on . Then,
much to my dismay, she leaned over towards me
and said "I usually don't make personal statements
as a Red Cross Officer but I'd like to say that I
think you're making a dreadful mistake. There are
so few of you boys refusing induction; don't you
know you are ruining your future. The six months
or two years you spend in the military aren't all
that bad ." I couldn't believe it . I actually expected
to be received with open arms and here I was getting a typical middle-class rap about ignoring the
little unpleasantries of military life for the sake of a
better job in the future . Trying not to get all selfrighteous and indignant, I explained to her that I
had given an awful lot of thought to what I would
be expected to do in the military and that I didn't
believe that I could. We talked a little longer about
conscientious objection and then stepped back to
the matter of the Red Cross.
(continued on page 19)

craftsman who performs a needed function. Our definition of the artist spans the whole arc; from the
dancer who forms space into time with his bod~,.
the poet, the painter, the sculptor, to the pla
who forms time into space with a line. But it a so
includes all other creators whose work is
life-forming whatever it may be. The socalled
re-creating artist is no less devoted to his mistress
the violin, the stage, the laboratory.
1

It has become commonplace to distinguish between the professional and the amateur; customarily
the former received money and the latter some
s~orn. We propose a somewhat different categorization: The amateur, dilletante, the layman, and the
professional.
In a recent Czech film this could easily be observed: in a small village a string quartet is being
played in which money does not matter at all. The
first one, an older man is an excellent player, he
could play in every . good orchestra or chamber
music group and would be well paid he is the professional. The second one is a dilli;ante, he plays
very well indeed, but he could not play and in fact
would not play in an orchestra (but Webster calls
him a trifler); he en joys himself, and brings joy to
others (dilettare); the third one is an amateur, he
plays the cello because there is no one else arou•
he knows, and they know that he is not of thw,I
class, but they put gladly up with him; the fourth
one is the layman, a boy who wants to be close to
his girl who is the daughter of the dilletante. The
role of the layman is not well defined in this
country, but it could be a very important one;
lay-chorus . and lay-dancers without professional
polish or ambition but with honest devotion to the
art, could enrich and enliven a whole community.
Instead they are being downgraded in their and society's eyes.
Rather than study for years in some drama
school or conservatory to earn money and, perhaps,
gain fame; or even worse, learn the unteachable
from the unknowledgable, the sincere attempt of
the layman to help himself and possibly also to
bring some joy to others should be encouraged and
furthered. We find instead continuous harping on
polish, accompanied by coddling even the lightest
talent way beyond its possibilities and potentialities;
one can only applaud Pearl Bailey, a real pro, who
recently said on TV: What is being tooted about
nowadays, we used to call . talent shows.

Art for Man's Sake
•

JOSEPH H

BUNZEL

Much has been said and written on Art and her
relationship to life - to personalize art in the feminine is deliberate - it is almost audacious to try to
press into one brief column the quintessence of her
wondrous being.
Nevertheless, a few defining words may be
dared? "The world of art, long thought to be dedicated to dreams and to the Gods, derives from the
very heart of the human" says Malraux and continues: "For it is not the association with the idea
of beauty that makes of it the most efficient instrument of civilization which the wisdom of the ages
has seen in it, it is the fact of its being humanism in
the most vital meaning of the word ... the great
artist is not the recorder of the scheme of things, he
is its competitor."
"Unconsciously every true artist is always
gripped by the beauty of lines and colors and their
mutual relationships much more than by what it
represents ... consciously contrariwise the artist
follows the form of the object." (Mondrian)
. . Thus, we consider art as a phenomenon of equilibrium between artist, artwork and audience. We
see the artist compelled by an inner force, and for
his soul's salvation reproduces the world symbolically in a material upon which he decides, in order
to circumvent death.
And we see the audience perceiving the artwork
as equiiibrium both individually and in groups; a
wish for balance and hopefully achieving the eternal
balance of tension-and-solution.
In the French tradition it has been customary
to distinguish between arts and metiers, between the
creative artist, useless as a societal luxury and the

...

It is a difficult and still a rather moot quese .
to determine the quality of an artwork, even moTt
to determine the quality of an artist. Recent
attempts at non-verbal quantitative criteria for the

Art for Man's Sake is the title of a book on art and Society
on which Professor Bunzel has been working for many
years, parts of which have been published elsewhere.
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standable to be art, they will merely find the
audience illiterate. And indeed, there is a certain
curse put upon literacy. The very fact that someone
can read and write makes him a literary critic;
hardly would the same person dare to speak with
the same lack of self-consciousness to a chemist
about his formulas. The fact that somebody in his
youth had to practice on an old downtrodden piano
three hours daily through four years makes him
now judge orchestras and conductors, vitruosi and
composers . Producers and agents for artwork like
dramas and other art products derive their infallible
and unappealable judgements after having participated in three high school plays and seen a number
of Broadway successes. In fact such is the state of
our present day art criticism and our understanding
and appreciation of the arts that an uneasy audience
is exposed to self-conscious attempts by money
ridden artists at some low common denominator between their work and the people's patience. The
humility of the public is astonishing . But is shows
at the same time the deep gulf between the arts and
the people; a dangerous gulf, because in its slumbers
insecurity, leader-longing panic; fear, anxiety , fright;
terror, wrath, ire and the desire for atonement.

"worth" of an artist or an artwork have failed
miserable and rightly so.
However, there are certain objective characteris,cs which must be introduced in art criticism if it
shall elevate itself above the irritating statement: I
don't know what art is, but I know what I like, to
which Whistler is said to have replied: "So do the
monkeys, Madam."
We may admire the works of a man whom we
detest; we may find the work of our favorite neighbor trite and of poor craftmanship. But more than
to only invoke techniques we must, at least, try to
establish some kind of standards. In the field of
music this is at the outset fairly simple: you have to
know how to write notes and what they mean, to
learn some theory and counterpoint; in the fileds of
fine arts it is already far more difficult as is evidenced by recent discussions in the magazines and
dailies; works of world-reknown artists are compared to children's babble and the offerings of inmates in insane asylums.
In the field of literature a certain amount of
readibility is the essence, but an admirer of T .S.
Eliot will not agree that his writings must be under-

-'IIND'S EYE

•

JAN

look. This approach requires us, then, to discard
rigid extremism in our thought processes and behavior and to carefully analyze the poles as well as
the content in between.
This is not to say that we must condemn ourselves to eternal indecision. It does mean that we
must prevent ourselves from being trapped by
mythical absolutes. One looks, for example, at political extremists, right wing or left, with some degree
of incredulity because we can more or less see unanswerable questions that have been treated casually
with a rhetorical veneer. The fact remains that when
we adopt a position and then proceed to wrap invincible chains around it, the mobility of the
thoughts which compose that position ceases. The
ideas are then, not ventilated, but smothered.
The reaction of those who see great value in
dogma may very well be repulsed by my charge,
however, it is not an indifferent, unopinionated position that I support. On the contrary, an intense
dedication to the refinement of thought is now just
as necessary as ever. I am in no way opposed to
strong opinions and/or values of some kind, I am
merely making a plea for serious-minded re-evaluation of the beliefs at hand in a continual cycle. If
the world were to stand still for us, we might be
more apt to operate easier under the influence of
blinders. But when we are forced to deal with constant variation, we must join in on the activity.
All of the questions with which I have dealt in
(continued on page 19)

NUZZO

FINISHING UP

"Loyalty to petrified opm1on never yet broke a
chain or freed a human soul."
Mark Twain

This is the final issue of Strait until next fall,
and with this in mind, this column shall be an attempt at summarizing the concept behind the previous ideas presented here.
One hopes that a continual effort will always be
de to search and sift through our observations,
deductions, and intuitional abilities in order to integrate these and thus create a more balanced out-

I
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Claude says that Interpol's post-World
War II crackdown on heroin manufacture,
especially in Marseilles, has hurt the
French traffic in South east Asian drugs
Heroin factories were set up then in Ba
kok. Now they have been moved up
northern Laos and Burma, where the
Frenchmen do not have any influence.
The Chinese drug merchants in Vientiane
run the show.

"Things
are not
like hefore"

NEWS
McGovern:
Moral and legal

Presidential candidate George
McGovern has stated that he intends to
use the "moral and legal" authority of his
office to guarantee first-class citizen
rights for homosexuals. He proposed a seven-point program aimed at ending job,
housing and governmental discrimination
against members of the homophile community.
He expressed a hope for the day when
liberty and justice would include minority groups which he named as blacks, Chicanos, American Indians along with women and homosexuals.
"No one should have to fear repression from society because he does not
share the assumptions of the majority,"
he said in a prepared statement.

Claude is a professional dope
smuggler who has been in Indochina twenty-six years. But for
him and the other members of the
Corsican underworld who originally controlled the heroin route
from Burma , Laos and Thailand,
business is not what it used to be.

Chinese businessmen from Vientiane
have cornered the supply and set up their
own international syndicate. People like
Claude are being squeezed out of the
business.
Claude (not his real name) is fiftyish
and balding, speaks Vietnamese,Lao ,
Thai, Cambodian and English. He has a
wife and children. He runs a small hotel
on one of the crumbling rose-washed
streets of Vientiane. The hotel is near the
Mekong River, in a section of the city as
mellow with colonial past as the whe-Jls
of old cheese that hang in the two Vientiane food shops run by aging French expatriates similar to Claude.
It always was the Chinese businessmen
here who really controlled the local business. They dealt with the drug caravans of
the mountain road, (northern Burma,
Laos and Thailand) , and they controlled
the sales of opium to Southeast Asian addicts.

American money and influence
brought new alliances, mainly between
the businessmen and the U.S.-supported
military regimes in Saigon, Vientiane, and
Bangkok. Claude learned what it meant
to be on the outside of this new alliance;
he spend three years in a Saigon jail for
opium smuggling.
What does Claude think of Washington's current attempt to stop the trafficking of heroin by shifting a fleet of
agents from the Bureau of Narcotics to
Southeast Asit? He chuckled over his cup
of Italian coffee; "Hell, this business goes
on because there are big people who permit it and profit from it. If they wanted
to, they could stop it--and without your
agents. Your agents can make little difference--except to reduce the supply just
enough to force prices even higher. They
have the power only to catch the small
traders.
Claude claims to have retired to the
babble of comely Vietnamese girls •
keeps at his bar for a clientele of Ind.
chinese military officers and American
pilots , officials and agents. He admits that
the French , having lost their Indochina
Empire, are now losing their underworld
heroin trade.
"It is hard to live on your own." he
said sadly . "Things are not like before."

-Heads to come together for pot confere nee
As part of the grassroots movement to legalize
pot, the National Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML), is holding a heady conference in the countryside, a stone's throw from
Washington, D.C., to plan strategy for the 1972-73
campus pot offensive. The weekend conference,
planned for earlt August, is free to all interested
persons, with food and music provided.
The meeting is intended to bring together the
ideas of persons who are now working or who are
interested in working for pot reform, NORML director Keith Stroup said.
"We need to put our heads together," Stroup
continued, "so that those projects that worked in
one community can be transferred to other communities. Next year we hope to have working forces
in every state and strong movements on the campuses ... "
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Stroup said the conference will be made up of
workshops concentrating on topics that have been
suggested by the participants. "That's why it is essential that people write us with their ideas. It's a
people's meeting so the program will be planned by
it's participants ... "
Suggested topics for workshops to date include:
how to effectively reach a straight public (or should
we?), new projects for heightening public awareness,
raising bail money for those busted and involving
members of the medical and legal professions to
work on their behalf.
Interested persons should worte to Norml Co
.
ference, 1237 22nd Street, N.W., Washington, D. ,
20037 and include their suggestions for speeding up
pot reform.
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GOP convention problems
Although the City Council of Miami Beach
voted to formally extend an invitation to the Republicans to come to their city with the National
Convention in August, it was by a slim four -to-three
margin, suggesting they may not be as welcome in
Miami as they were in San Diego.
Some fear was expressed that the influx of
long-haired protesters might result in open conflicts
with the Miami Cuban population, which is n nearly
half-million strong and decidedly anti-Communist. A
wee-known activist stated that the situation will require a lot of sensitivity on everybody's part if they
wanted to avoid trouble. He added, "We want to
make a clear political statement, and the last thing
we need is a race riot."
Other problems expressed included the fact that
non-delegate demonstrators attending the Democratic Convention might decide to remain in the area
during the three or four week interim before the
Republican convention in order to attend them
both. Facilities for camping in the Miami area have
not been developed to the extent that they could
accomodate a long seige by thousands of non-delegates .

.1igt .~~~c~:~iss!?: t!~~ £grofit
azine, the charge is made that today's food technologists and industrialists, with the aid and abetment of the Department of Agriculture, are looking
forward to more and more of the high-profit
"miracle" food of the present, only with higher
profits and more miracles . The foods of the future,
being developed today by the "food industrial complex", are not going to be the kind of high-protein,
high-vitamin, inexpensive variety so badly needed by
the undernourished two-thirds of the world's population.
Americans are steadily increasing their consumption of sweet snacks, soft drinks , pre-sweetened cereals and non-dairy "cream" and "whipped
toppings", the Ramparts writer observes . He also
pointed out that the average American eats his or
her own weight in sugar every year ."
Of all the new foods developed each year, approximately 80% don't succeed on the consumer
market. This means that the other 20% have to be
priced high enough to cover the failures.
Future developments in the "miracle" food industry variety include edible wrappings for snack
ods, freeze-dried ice cream, and foods with "col• eral functions, such as edible books, fabrics, etc.,
according to Max Brockman of the U.S. Army Laboratories, a noted food technologist.
STRAIT
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Another development, according to the article,
will be something called "spun vegetable protein."
This is a substance containing inexpensive, high protein products, such as soy beans, textured to resemble meat, with artificial coloring and flavoring.
One flavoring manufacturer now offers 41 different
artificial mear flavors. Such products are already on
the market in the form of Bae-Os, Saus-Os, or Stripples, an imitation bacon. The products are not only
far more expensive than the vegetable from which
they're made, but even more than the meats which
they are supposed to taste like .
9

Students in Europe

FLY TODAYSTAY LATER
•TERENCE WRIGHT

Want to be stranded in Europe? That 's what happened to several
thousand college students who were "taken for a ride" last summer by
unscrupulous charter flight operators.
The students had flown to
Union of Students" are among those
formed solely for the purpose of illegal
Europe on illegal charter flights,
charters. One young man flew to Europe
and when they were ready to relast summer as a member of the "Angloturn home, they found the charter
-Saxon Political Club," while his return
operator was out of business or
flight was under the auspices of the
that government agencies had
" Interplanetary Research Association."
found out about the illicit flight
The reason that the operators engage
and grounded the plane.
in these practices is fairly obvious. They

Only recognized organizations, formed
for reasons other than travelling, can
arrange charters and take advantage of
the "affinity group" discounts on plane
fares. This affinity chartering is strictly
regulated by the Civil Aeronautics Board
(CAB). To travel on the charter flight,
passengers must have been members of
the organization for at least six months
before flight time.
In the past few years, many sleazy operators have slipped into the charter
business. They enroll students in phantom groups to comply with the CAB rule,
and they backdate membership cards to
make it appear that the student has belonged for the required six month period.
Such groups as the "University Student Organization " or the "American
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The hapless travelers turned to the
Embassies for help , and in most cases
their parents ended up sending over
money to pay for the ride home.
There are several warning signs of an
illegal charter flight. Failure to identify
the airline being flown is one method. Solicitation for the charter flight, by mail or
media advertisement, to people who are
not members of the organization is
another .

Charter operators are not allowed to
organiza
groups for flights, and they canhire a non-scheduled (supplemental) airline plane at a low price, fill it with stu- not sent prospective passengers to organidents who are attracted by their zations that "just happen to have a few
seemingly lower rates, and earn a cool seats available." Backdating the membership credentials is a dead giveaway that
$5,000 to $15,000 per flight .
the flight is an illegal charter.
In many cases the student doesn't
even know where he's sending his money.
In the past t"ew years, surveillance by
Sometimes he isn't told any details about the CAB and legitimate air carriers has
the flight until shortly before it's going to resulted in court action against charter videpart. This is especially true with the re- olators. Last June , the American Society
turn trips.
of Travel Agents obtained a Federal
Some illegal operators go bankrupt Court injunction which stopped 23 illegal
during the summer either deliberately or charter flights to Europe.
due to large fines levied by government
But before you cancel your vacation
agencies who catch them, leaving the students stranded. They had paid for what plans, consider the fact that most chartA
they assumed was a round trip, and dis- operated by U.S. and foreign-flag airli.
covered that the charterer had only hired a are ligitimate, and consider that you get
wh~t you pay for, usually.
plane for the trip over.
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The promoter's dream
But what happened?

•DON CATTERSON

"Rock festivals are dead, " pronounced a glum Jane Friedman in her

JJJ,,_w York public relations office . Mar Y Sol, the event her company,

•

Wartoke Concern, had touted all of the 15,000 or so Americans
who had descended on the hot beaches of Vega Baja for "The First
International Puerto Rican Pop Festival" had made it back to the
States.

Superficially, the plans for the rock
festival contained all of the elements for
success - the festival site was located on
429 acres of land with a beach facing the
Caribbean Sea, the temperature was to be
around 80 degrees, concessions would
provide "plenty of food and drink with
emphasis on fresh tropical fruits and
juices." And an all-star cast of twenty-five
rock and jazz groups and artists would
perform.
The bands contracted to play were :
Alice Cooper ; Allman Brothers Band;
B.B. King; Black Sabbath; Bloodrock ; Dr.
John the Night Tripper; David Brubeck
with Gerry Mulligan; Faces with Rod
Stewart; Fleetwood Mac; Goose Creek
Symphony; Herbie Mann; J . Geils Band;
Poco ; Savoy Brown; and Roberta Flack a truly fine bill.
But what happened? Why did the festival that promised so much excitement
and entertainment end in frustration and
exhaustion as thousands of festival goers
swarmed over the San Juan airport after
ging thirty miles into town from the
val site in 95 degree heat when the
buses the promoter had promised failed
to show up?
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The answer is found in the general
failings of most rock promoters - greed
and too much hype .
By skimping on water, food, health ,
and waster disposal facilities, the atmosphere of the festival soon Jost its energy
and anticipation. Too much time was
spent searching for water and shade - con stant 90 degree temperatures and
scorching sun left many casualties to severe sun bums and heat prostation.

The water, rancid as it was was curiously shut off each night at dusk - not to
be turned on again until late in the
morning the following day. Since most of
the 30,000 festival goers didn't bring canteens - each night of music was accompied by driving thirst .
HUNGER The tropical juices and
fruits didn't materialize until the last day
when coconuts sold by private native
Puerto Rican venders sold for one dollar
each. Otherwise, festival goers dined on a
limited diet of meatpies, rice and beans,
pop and beer, which could only be purchased at two (only two) boothes on the
premises. Long lines were common.

11

TRASH For whatever good things can
be said about the festival's promotion,
the opposite can be said about trash collection at the festival. By the time we
arrived on the second day of the festival
the concentration of litter was noticable when we left four days later, the site was
a gigantic dump.
In many areas it was nearly impossible
to walk without stepping on pop or beer
cans. The concert area was especially hard
to hit and it was difficult to sit in the
grass without havinq to clear away refuse .
No containers for trash were provided
at the festival - an obvious economy move
by the promoter.
TOILETS The toilets were almost
never cleaned.
DOPE There was none except for some
bad acid and downers . It was like a
football game without a football . Nearly
everyone, fearing customs inspections,
left their stashes at home hoping to
score at the festival. Stark reality faced
those poor souls.
BANDS Savoy Brown, Fleetwood
Mac , Roberta Flack, Poco , and Black Sabbath didn't show up.
However , some good things did
happen surrounding the festival. A certain
brotherhood was established between the
Spanish speaking Puerto Ricans in attendance , about half of the crowd of 30,000,
and the Americans. The two groups
mixed well and few problems developed .
At two points the festival approached
reality . "Puerto Rico 2002," a local latin-rock group brought most of the Puerto Rican audience to their feet when they
played songs of national liberation, many
chanting along with the music as a spotlight focused on a 1 O X 20 foot Puerto
Rican flag displayed in fromt of the outdoor stage.
John Lennon and Yoko Ono, who recently faced deportation by the U.S. government, addressed the crowd via a tape
recording.
First in English, then in Spanish, the
pair bemoaned their inability to attend or
perform at the festival and then offered
their wishes for a pleasant festival and
Easter holiday .
Are festivals dead? What did we learn?
Festivals may not be dead just yet and I
think we learned a lesson. Never again put
ourselves at the mercy of these promoters. Anytime we separate ourselves so
completely from the rest of the world, in
this case at least ten miles from the
nearest town, telephone, transportation,
or food - we are automatically set up for
a rip-off.
An unfortunate thought , but true.
What was promoter and money-man
Alex Cauley's reaction to the festival?
"It was a success ten times over."

U.S. Signs Biological
Weapons Ban ... Drags
Feet on Geneva Protocol
•RICHARD FINEBERG

The United States signed an international ban on the use of biological weapons in a formal ceremony last week , but the Nixon Administration continues to drag its feet on a broader agreement limiting all forms
of chemical and biological warfare.
The Administration's insistance that the Geneva Protocol of 1925
does not apply to herbicides and riot control gases used extensively by
the U.S. in Southeast Asia has delayed ratification of the agreement for
over two years. More than ninety nations - including every major power
except the U.S . - have ratified the 1925 Protocol prohibiting first use in
combat of "asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases and all analogous ... devices."
The biological ban signed by Secretary
of State William Rogers in Washington 10
April, is limited to the development , production and stockpiling of biological weapons. This agreement was negotiated last
year by the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Commission . The Soviet Union submitted a draft proposal in a surprise move
last 31 March after the U.S . began unilateral destruction of its biological weapons
stockp~e .
The White House will not say how
soon the recently signed biological ban
will be forwarded to the Senate, where
two-thirds approval is required by the
Constitution. Because the biological ban
and the Geneva Protocol cover closely related areas, it might be "awkward," as a
Senate Foreign Relations Committee
staffer puts it, for the White House to
submit the new biological ban to the
Senate before the question of the Geneva
Protocol is resolved.

President Nixon promised to send the
Geneva Protocol to the Senate for ratification in November 1969. But when the
Administration finally forwarded that
treaty to the Senate nine months later, it
att~ched an informal understanding
saying that the ban does not apply to tear
gas and herbicides.
Due to the unique Administration
rider, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee has had second thoughts about ratifying the Protocol. After holding
hearings on the question early in 1971,
Foreign Relations Committee Chairman
J.W. Fulbright sent a letter to President
Nixon asking the President to reconsider
his position. One year later, the White
House has yet to respond to Fulbright's
letter.
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White House spokesmen say that the
questions raised by the Committee are
being considered by the State Depart ment. State Department officials, however, told this reporter that any decision
to modify the government 's position can
be made only at the White House.
The Administration contends that
gases "cause less suffering than the use of
other weapons." Assistant Secretary of
Defense for International Security Affairs
G. Warren Nutter told the Foreign Relations Committee that riot control agents
can be used against enemy troups as an
alternative to napalm or artillery, thereby
"reducing the barbarity of war." Govern ment-sponsored studies on the effectiveness - and the effects - of gas warfare in
Southeast Asia are presently in process.
The Administration's understanding,
Fulbright noted in his letter to the President, rests on the opinion that the Protocol's wording may not have been intended to prohibit use of riot control and
herbicidal chemicals. "Having heard the
legal testimony on both sides of the
issue," Fulbright observed, "Many Committee Members feel that an adequate legal argument can be made either for or
against that interpretation."
To Fulbright, the over-riding consideration is that the Administration's rider
"cannot help but weaken the effect of
the Protocol." He asked the President to
consider "whether the need to hold open
the option to use tear gas and herbicides
is indeed so great that it outweighs the
long-term advantages to the United States
of strengthening existing barriers against
chemical warfare by means of ratification .. . without restrictive interpretations."
In December 1969 the United Nations
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General Assembly declared that the Geneva Protocol prohibits "all biological and
chemical methods of warfare, regardless
of any technical developments ." In sa;:
of an intensive U.S. drive to defeat t •
resolution , it was adopted by an 80-3
margin. U.S. lobbying efforts did produce
some abstentions but the campaign was
unable to drum up much positive support
for a restrictive interpretation of the Protocol.
According to the recently published,
six volume Stockholm International
Peace Research Institute study, The Problem of Chemical and Biological Warfare ,
no other nation has entered reservations
limiting the types of gas weapons to
which the Geneva Protocol applies . [ DNSI]

Linda Jennes:
Age before duty
Socialist Workers Party candidate for President, Linda Jenness
has protested a threat by Ohio
Secretary of State Ted W. Brown
to rule her off that state's November presidential ballot.

Brown says that he "will not be able"
to put Jenness on the ballot unless
states that she is at least 35 years old. •
Jenness is 31.
Jenness, in answering Brown's notifi cation of her potential ineligibility, stated
that though the Constitution states that
the President must be 35 years old, there
is no age requirement for running for that
office. She further stated that the Constitutional age requirement is "totally out
of line with today's political reality" and
that Brown 's move was "motivated by
partisan political interests."
9,767 signatures were filed on behalf
of Jenness in Columbus before the 2
February filing deadline. 5,000 signatures
are required by law.
Meanwhile, U.S. Representative John
Ashbrook may contest his elimination
from the Indiana primary slate. Ashbrook
has been ruled off that state's ballot because he had fallen short of the 500 required voters' signatures from each
district .
Ashbrook is the conservative Republican challenging President Nixon in the
Republican "race".
A spokesman for Ashbrook said that
enough signatures were gathered in each
district, but that election officials had
ruled many of them invalid. He said
Ashbrook would probably appeal to
state elections board, but would proba ,not carry the dispute any further if that
appeal fails.
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the buftalo 5

Vietnam on Trial
inBuffaln
Two of the Five, Ann
Masters and Jim
Martin discuss their
trial in the foyer of
the Federal Court
House Building on
Court Street.

•ANDREW ELSTON

The trial of the Buffalo Five is over. The jury of five men and
seven women returned a verdict of 'guilty' on two of the charges and
one of 'not guilty.' The 'not guilty' verdict pertained to government
charges that the defendants intended to destroy government documents .
The Five will be sentenced on 19 May in Federal court . Maximum
penalties for the Five will be terms imprisonment of seven and five
years.
Throughout the trial, the Five, Ann
Masters, Jeremiah Horrigan, Chuck Darst,
Jim Martin and Meaux Considine presented themselves in a most admirable
fashion: they wore casual clothes, were
almost too-courteous to the prosecution
and witnesses, and worked hard to defend
themselves and their faith . Their entire
presence was that of the kids next door :
clean, wholesome, religious and honest - a
virtue that likely had some effect on the
grandparentish jurors, and which will
likely have a positive influence on their
sentencing.
The court, which was presided over by
Federal Judge John T. Curtin, was a most
al one: despite statements by the
cuting attorney, Assistant U.S. AtY James Grable, that "the government is not on trial here," Judge Curtin; a
Johnny Carson-ish sort of fellow with

E
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wry wit and even a warm grin , allowed
the Five - who were defending themselves
- to "present any views or testimony that
[they] feel is necessary to convince the
jury that they should be acquitted." '
And for the Five, this entailed putting
the Vietnam war, if not the whole United
States, on trial. This was not always as
successful as the Five would have liked,
however. Their requests to petition President Nixon , Curtis Tarr, Melvin Laird and
others as witnesses were denied (which
wasn 't unexpected) . The intent here
would have been to prove to the jury that
what is being committed in Vietnam is a
crime of the utmost moral magnitude and
that, as such, their crimes committed in
Buffalo were highly moral and life-saving
in comparison.
But Nixon, et al. , aside , the Five
tailored their defense strategy along these
13

lines anyway - which tended to confound
the prosecution , and perhaps the jury.
When the prosecution was presenting its
witnesses , emphasis was placed on gathering testimony that would find the Five
guilty beyond a doubt. Grable handled
his case with much dignity and firm precision. But alas, the Five had no intentions
of hiding their actions and they consequently allowed the prosecution and witnesses little chance to reveal such testimony. Before each witness could testify
that the various members of the Five had
committed a given act, the defendants
would stand at their table and announce:
"Yes, we did that ," or "I took that file."
During the defense's cross-examinations of the government witnesses, the
Five would greet each by his first name in
a neighborly manner : "Good-morning,
Gary ,' ' and then proceed with the
cross-examination which rarely entailed
testimony regarding the actual removal of
files from the Old Post Office building.
Rather , defense questions were often :
"What are your feelings on the Vietnam
war 7 " to which the answer "My feelings
are private and I do not wish to divulge
them ," was often the answer.
A key government witness, William

Maloney, a captain in the Army's Military
Intelligence Department was asked if he
agreed with the military vow that all
members must have "unswerving loyalty"
to the United States. He replied that he
didn't agree to "unswerving loyalty - I believe that there are legal methods to criticise the government .. . "
Maloney was also asked what he felt
the people of Vietnam wanted in a form
of government. He replied that in his involvement with the citizens of Vietnam,
they were "disconcerned, they desire no
government." Jim Martin then inquired:
"What do you think of the Thieu regime7"

Jeremiah Horrigan, another of the Five.
The two not pictured with this story,
Maureen Considine and Chuck Darst,
were married on Saturday, 22 April
midway between the two-week trial.
"I feel that it is a pre-natal democracy," was his reply at which the spectators and defense laughed. He then rephrased his answer: " .... a democracy
moving toward democratic means."
Meaux Considine then asked him:
"Did you ever feel responsible for the
war?" Maloney answered that he felt no
personal responsibility arid hat he had "no
misgivings about what we did there." To
this• the entire defense team stood up at
their table and declared one-at-a-time, "I
am responsible for the war."
Things became a bit unruly when the
defense asked that the legal technicalities
be put aside in lieu of putting forth more
emphasis on the war itself. This was denied outright by the court and cause considerable reaction from the spectators.
Turmoil resulted from a discussion of the
seemingly divergent roles of the court as
defender of both the people and the government at the same time. One spectator
yelled out "The government has always
been talking l here J. You 're supposed t_o
be an official of the people, tiot an offi.
cial of the government."
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Although the defense strategy was not
allowed all the freedom requested, the
Five did call to the stand two former Marines to testify on their impressions of the
war; and Don Luce, the man behind the
famous "tiger cage" story. His testimony
dealt with the treatment of civilians by
the Americans and Vietnamese .
Perhaps the most impressive witness of
all was Ms. Tran Khanh Tuyet, a South
Vietnamese woman whose tear-filled tes timony revealed that her native village
had been completely destroyed by Americans.
Later on in the trial the Five were permitted to use as evidence a film Struggle
for Life which was a conglomerate of
clips of various war atrocities. Ann
Masters then explained that it was this
film that "put it all together" for her.
Later she was asked who else was in the
building with the Five. Several spectators
then stood up and announced individually "I was there!" Judge Curtin called
for these people to be removed from the
room. Chuck Darst objected by saying:
"What they are saying is that they aren't
just spectators, but defendants, too. If
they have to leave the room, then you
must also ask me to leave."
A clergyman, David Toolan, S.J. of
Canisius College testified under cross-examination by the prosecution that "Any
law that serves an unjust cause is not law.
We must obey God and not man." In answer to another question concerning a
Christian's right to break a civil law if
that law runs contrary to his conscience,
the theology professor said "Not only
that he can, but that he must."
In the close-up session, the Five contended to the jurors that, if they felt that
they had acted with a moral, humane intent in their actions at the Old Post
Office, then their motive was not criminal
and they should therefore be acquitted of
the charges.
But the prosecution contended that
the "War is not an issue in this case,"
although he did preface this with the concessions that "their motives were
good. . . War is hell." After arguing the
philosophy of law and its role in a democratic society where each individual's
rights must be upheld, he added that
"Law is an imperfect expression
of... living in peace and harmony. That
law is what I ask your verdict to vindicate . . . if we are not to degenerate into
chaos, anarchy and confusion .. "
The defense attorney, in a speech
much like that of William Kunstler in Chicago, expressed that the trial had forced
him to re-examine his concept of the
whole purpose of laws. He said: "When
law gets in the way of truth, interferes
with justice, then law is not something
that can never be broken."
The trial of the Buffalo Five is over.
But the trial of the Vietnam war continues.
14

May 4
Moratorium
slated
A call for an emergency
nationwide Moratorium on May 4,
to protest the escalation of the
war and bombing of North Vietnam and asking for an immediate
end to the war, was issued in
Washington this morning, April 20.

The call was signed by over 50 people,
most long active in antiwar activity, and
backed by more than 20 members of
Congress. It included Ralph Abernathy,
Daniel Ellsberg, Judy Collins, and Representative Shirley Chisholm. The May 4
Moratorium falls on the second anniversary of the fatal shooting of four students
at Kent State University in Ohio.
According to Ron Young, a spokesperson for the Moratorium who conducted
the Capitol Hill press conference, the
emergency Moratorium will demand that
the President and the Congress act to end
the war. "This can be done at once if the
U.S . will: 1) Stop all bombing throughout
Indochina; 2) Set a specific date for thi l ,
early withdrawal of all American forc9"
from Indochina; 3) End all American support for the Thieu government in Saigon,
accomplishing a true Vietnamization in
which the Vietnamese people make their
own decisions about their future; and 4)
return to the Paris peace talks."
The call came one day before a scheduled student strike and action day on
over one hundred U.S. college and university campuses. At the press conference,
National Student Association President
Margery Tabankin and National Student
Lobby Co-Director Peter Coy called for,
" ... every college and university in the
United States to spend the day on Friday
in intensive antiwar organizing, designed
to build a sustained spring campaign to
end the war."
At the press conference Representative Paul N. Mccloskey, Republican from
California who recently withdrew from
the race for the Republican Presidential
nomination, said, "We've adopted a
policy of killing in a war we are no longer
willing to die in." He predicted a massive
outpouring of antiwar sentiment on May
4, if it were_ legal and did not destroy
property, would cause the House to move
to end the war.
In a related development, the HO\.
Democratic caucus, meeting at the sadllf~
time, voted 144 to 41 in favor of
directing the House Foreign Affairs Committee to· report legislation within thirty
days setting the date to end the war.

Food

Testimnny
Reveals
l.nt;erference
•

in

Nutrition

4 ndustry
Research
Testimony before the Consumer Subcommittee of the Senate Commerce Committee has revealed a clear case of corporate interference in
academia and a rare insight into the food values of processed grains .
In testimony before the subcommittee, nutritionist Robert Choate
aired a letter from a General Mills director to the Dean of the School of
Nutrition at Cornell University threatening economic reprisals after Cornell Professor Michael Latham's testimony before the same committee
two years ago proved unfavorable to General Mills and other companies
that market prepared dry breakfast cereals.

The hearings were a follow-up to
hearings in July, 1970, during which
several nutritionists including Latham
supported Choate's findings as to the low
nutrient worth of dry breakfast cereals.

On 26 August 1970, a month after
Latham 's testimony, Deane W. Malott,
who is both a director of General Mills
and president-emeritus of Cornell University, wrote the letter to Richard Barnes,
dean of the Cornell School of Nutrition.
•

Malott stated that "as a Director of
eral Mills," he had read Latham's tesony "with great care" and that he was
"disturbed."
"Professor Latham need not worry a-
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bout protecting his access to corporate
funds," Malott continued. "He will not
receive any from cereal manufacturing
corporations. But I regret that the reaction on the part of the industry to these
generalizations outside Professor
Latham's field of competence will make
industrial grants more difficult from corporations to Cornell itself."
Cornell has a high reputation among
the ten to twenty nutrition schools in the
country, and it as well as most or all of
the others receive contracts and grants
from the food industry.
Choate, who revealed the letter in his
testimony, is head of the Council on Children, Media and Merchandising, head-
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quartered here. The Council works to improve the nutritional values of food products marketed to children, and is now
engaged in attempting to reform the television advertising techniques used to merchandise these products.
His presentation before the hearing
chaired by Sen. Frank Moss (D-Utah) also
revealed that some dry breakfast cereals
contain as much as 45 per cent sugar. He
stated that since he originally testified before the committee in 1970, cereal companies have greatly increased the nutritional value of many of their breakfast
cereal brands. Frosty-O's, for example, a
cereal made by General Mills , has been
more than quadrupled in its nutritional
content. However, it still contains more
sugar than any other ingredient.
The nutritional values of Apple Jack
and Froot Loops, both made by Kellogg,
also have multiplied four times, and again
both contain more sugar than any other
ingredient. According to Choate, most of
the cereals aimed primarily at the children 's market have increased nutritional
content compared with 1970.
Early in 1972, he stated, "I asked the
cereal companies to supply me with Protein Efficiency Ratings (PER's) for every
cereal for which they made any protein
claims." Only two companies responded
to the request, he continued, and they
supplied tl]-e PER for two brands.
Choate then asked William Caster, Professor of Nutrition at the University of
Georgia , to conduct an independent analysis.
Caster analyzed all the popular cereals
for their ability to support life in rats
when mixed with water, Choate explained. He concluded that Fortified Oat
Flakes (made by Post) and Life (Quaker)
promote excellent tissue growth, and that
Concentrate (Kellogg), Peanut Butter
Crunch (Quaker), Shredded Wheat (Nabisco) and Special K (Kellogg) allowed
some growth .
The remainder of the popular cereals,
according to Caster 's conclusions, allowed
little or no growth, even when "a complete vitamin and mineral mixture" was
added, or did "not support life even when
supplemented with a complete vitamin
mixture and mineral mixture."
As reported in the testimony, Caster
also asked his students "to grind up the
cardboard fronts of some cereal boxes,
add sugar, milk and raisins, and feed the ,
mixture to a group of rats." With the single addition of skim milk, this diet's results placed it in the top six.
Choate concludes: "When cardboard
which is normally thrown away provides
more nourishment than processed grains
at 60 or 80 cents per pound, I think it is
time to take a second look at who shapes •
the nation's nutrition ." CPS

gay lib
- another chapter
in human rights

an interview with Mike Leuthe,
an art ed junior at Buffalo State
& a member of the Mattachine Society
of the Niagara Frontier, Inc.

STRAIT : How did you happen to get
involved in the organized gay liberation
movement and why did you join the
Mattachine Society?
MIKE : For a long time I felt that I had
a lot of energy that I just wasn't using
or that I wasn't directing toward the
right areas. When I returned to Buffalo
after going to school in Utica, New
York, I attended a Mattachine Society
meeting a-nd I was very impressed with
what they were doing. Now I have put
all my energy toward that.
There are two other organizations in
Buffalo for gays: Lesbians Uniting, an
all women 's group, and GLF (Gay Liberation Front) at UB, a group for both
males and females . The Mattachine Society is active in political works as well as
counseling and other things . It's more a
public relations and activist organization
- whereas GLF is more concerned with
working within the gay community itself
and raising the conscience of gay people .
I felt that I had my head together
enough to get involved in - I don't want
to say more constructive things, because
I think that conscience-raising is very
important - but I wanted to get active in
the politics of liberation.
STRAIT : What do you feel is the most
important task of the Mattachine Society in terms of working with the
community?
MIKE: Well first of all, we have no one
priority. We do many things and they
are all considered to be very important.
Speaking for myself, the most important
reasons why Mattachine exists and must
exist are to make people realise that
homosexuals are no different than anyone else outside of their sexual orientation, and also to dissolve some of the
ugly myths so that homosexuals, blacks,
Puerto Ricans, everybody who is a minority, can finally live together in peace
and harmony.
STRAIT: What kinds of tactics are you
employing to realize these goals?
MIKE : We have a speakers bure~u, and a
counseling , service that is connected
with our health department . The counseling service is for anyone who has a
problem either with his own sexual identification or knows of someone who has
a problem. There 's also a very active
religious committee. The Methodists

have a fund for reconciliation, the purpose of which is to aid groups of people
who have been ostracised by society. We
received a one thousand dollar grant
from them to aid us in our work.
Most of the prejudice against homosexuals is based on Judeo-Christian
ethics and passages in the Bible , which in my opinion - have been vastly mis interpreted and are very oppressive.
STRAIT : There's a pretty heavy mood
of liberation sweeping our country now.
It doesn't really have any expressed cen tral theme, but it is composed of a Jot
of groups seeking liberation : Blacks,
women, gays, workers, are all pushing
for what amount to Human Liberation.
Most of the groups also feel that no one
will be liberated until their individual
group is liberated first. How do you feel
about this 7
Ml KE: I 'd like to say first of all that
the American Society has always been
depicted as the "Great Melting Pot."
Well, I prefer the Canadian rendition of
that. They say that the Canadian society
is the Great Mosaic. This means that
there's room for everyone, and that you
don't have to "melt" into it and give up
a part of yourself to be part of the
whole. I 've yet to meet the Average
Typical American , and that's exactly
what everyone is expected to be.
Any lib movement - whether it is
biack, women's , Chicano - is important.
Until all forms of prejudice are erased
away, it will be impossible for anypeople
to be free. For example: until women
can be fully equal with men under law,
society, all situations, how can we expect our nation to function properly?
It 's the same with the blacks and homosexuals.
There are two million homosexuals in
New York State. How can anyone expect the state to function properly working as a whole - if a large number
of the people in it are ostracised and
harrassed?
STRAIT : What kind of role does Mattachine play as far as advancing political
change in society and in Jaws that discriminate against homosexuality?
MIKE : The Mattachine Society has a
political Actions Committee as well as
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the Legal Committee . The Legal Committee is used, for example, when a
homosexual is picked up by a vice squad
cop on charges of solicitation. That
person can call Mattachine for assistance . We than recommend lawyers and
actions through the American Civil Liberties Union . The only thing we don't
do is offer financial aid.
The Political Actions Committee is
exactly what it sounds like. The kind of
thing it has done , for example: at last
November's election, the committee interviewed all the people who were up
for office on their stands on Gay Rights.
We then informed the community
th rough the Fifth Freedom Bulletin,
which comes out every two weeks. 11.-\
do not endorse any candidate, we mElllll'··
ly let the people know how these candidates feel about certain things.
One of the more recent things this
committee has done was reported in the
Buffalo Evening News last Tuesday .
Myself and the President of Mattachine
and another member went to Albany to
participate as a part of the New York
State Gay Co-alition of Gay Organizations. All in all, there were twenty-two
of us from all over the state. We went
to see Senator Brydges, who is the Senate Majority Leader - he's from Niagara
Falls - and has tremendous powers in
the Senate as far as getting bills onto
the floor and getting them passed. He
had been promising us for two years
that he would move on two bills, one
that would repeal the consensual
sodomy law and one that would ammend the Anti-discrimination Law to include homosexuals.
He did not do anything so we finally
went to see him . They would not let us
in at first, so we bombarded them : we
just stormed through the glass doors and
four of us went right into his office.
One guy was beaten by the cops and
had to be taken to the hospital. He was
later arrested on grounds of disord
conduct.
-~
But nothing has been done so far
about the bills It just seems a shame to
me that the only way you can get real

f}

action on something is to show the
ople that you 're not kidding . And
at sometimes entails a ZAP !
We're very active IX)litically because
we have to be. There are no laws protecting homosexuals from being fi red
from their jobs. For example , if you are
a homosexual and you are discovered
and then your employer fires you simply on those grounds - you have no
legal stand to take . This is what kee ps
so many people in the closets.
The other bill , the con sensual
sodomy one, is not just fo r homosexuals. Ninety -nine per cent of all the
sex that goes on in New York State and
the nation - in the marriage bed bet ween
men and women , heterosex uals - is illegal. There is only one defined position
that a man and woman can use to have
intercourse. So any other act or position
between a man and a woman , or any act
between two men or two women is illegal. So the present laws are not oppressive to just homosexuals, but to
heterosexuals also . Homosexuals just
happen to be the only ones that this law
i~ enforced against by the cops.
STRAIT : What about Federal action or
legislation ?
, AMIKE : Our group has contacted all of
~
he candidates for the presidency .
McGovern has come out very strongly in
favor of Gay Rights . Humphrey has fin ally come out with a favorable stand on
Gay Rights . Nixon , of course , because
he is in office and doesn 't have to an swer us because he doesn't think that
there 's any chance that he won 't be reelected. Kennedy has said that if he
were president , he would sign an ex ecutive order which would effect the
changes we want. Shirley Chisholm is
the all-liberations movement candidate ;
it 's just too bad that she doesn 't have a
serious chance. Muskie and Wallace
haven 't answered us, but that isn 't surprising.
McGovern , though, is very hip to the
idea of having gays on his slate. The
Vice-president of Mattachine is on the
McGovern slate . At the Democratic National Convention in Miami this year
there will be a gay caucus. The New
York State Democratic Party has adopted part of the National Gay Rights
Platform to their platform.
sTR A IT : Moving away from Matta chine
for a moment, what are some of the exas a gay person
periences that you
have felt that were personally very opA ,ressive and the kind of things that are
. .o built-in to society that others who
- aren't gay might not be aware of?
Ml KE : For any gay person , high school
has to be the worst time of life . In high
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gay lib is sexual liberation for all
school everyone is looking for a scapegoat . The people who get it the worst
are those who are obviously homosexual. I had it very bad in high school although I was able to suppress my feelings and put up a false front, like : " I
gotta ball chicks," and sexist things like
that. I just wasn't myself in high school
because I was not able to be myself.
This carried through into college.
STRAIT : This is undoubtedly due to
t he pressures of society, don't you
think: at this time you are an adolescent
and everyone is working on you to become a Good, Clean, Wholesome
American Male or Female. These attitudes are implanted so well that they
carry on into adult life .
MIKE : Right. In high school , every guy
has to be Marlon Brando in A Streetcar
Named Desire and every woman has to
be Jeane tte MacDonald . If you are not,
you are some thing strange.
The kinds of things that I find oppressive are many of the same things
that any other liberation group finds oppressive. For example , every night on
TV you are bombarded with hetero sexuality , where the woman is passive

and the male has to be very dominant.
TV commercials where the women are
concerned with how pretty they
look. . . and thousands of other ridicu Io us, oppressive fo rms of advertisements and TV shows.
There's a group in New York called
' 'Homosexuals Intra nsignet " and they
are about as far left as any group that I
know of. They say that the homosexual
must learn to hate - a nd hate vehemently.
STR AI T: Speak in g of the media, The
Boys In The Band has come under both
attack and acclaim from homosexuals.
What do you think about that film?
MIK E:The Boys in the Band dealt with
nine homosexuals. I 'm sure that there
are nine homosexuals somewhere in the
world who would fit into these precise
character categorie s that were in the
film. All I can say is that if you take
nine other homosexual individuals you
will have a whole different story line. I
don 't think that any of the individuals
in that movie were representative of the
majori ty of homosexuals. Given the time
and t
ye: in which it was made (cont'd on next page)

Mike Leuthe and a fello w homophile discuss Gay Lib and the Mattachine Society with
interested students in the Union .
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there are 54,000
gays in Buffalo
before the lib movement was very big ·
it was not all in all a bad film.
I'd like to say - and I'd like to make
it very clear - that movies like The Boys
In The Band and another movie which
just came out called Some Of My Best
Friends and in fact all movies about
homosexuals which are made by heterosexuals, are made to exploit homosexuals. The producers knew that every
homosexual in Buffalo or New York
would go see that movie [ " Boys"] just
because it was a movie about homosexuals. It exploited heterosexuals too, by
the same way . And I refuse to see any
more movies like that .
STRAIT : You have mentioned that the
gay movement would have benefits for
heterosexuals as well in terms of the
repeal of the sodomy laws, etc . W~at
other kinds of benefits do you thmk
will result when gays (as well as other
groups) are liberated ?
MIKE : Yes. A lot of people think that
gay liberation concerns only homosexuals. Gay liberation , in the true sense
. in the sense that I think of it · is sexual liberation. Now , I'm not stressing
sex. A lot of people in the Jesus Move ment think that we are only concerned
with sex . That is the farthest thing from
our minds .
The homosexual has a life style that ,
although it is not very different, is different from that of the heterosexual.
One of the things that we can give to
society as a whole is a greater unde~standing of their sexuality , and their
own capacity to just love . For example ,
two heterosexual men - should they
start feeling really close to each other ·
suddenly become very concerned about
their sexuality. "Am I homosexual? "
The thing that we can do for society_ is
just eliminating the hang-ups of lovmg
one another . Loving one another
whether you are male, female, black,
yellow, green.

STRAIT: What about the history of the
homosexual in society, and for that
matter, the events leading up to your
own liberation?
MIKE: I began to realize that the feelings I had for the man I loved were not
what society was labeling them . It
wasn't lust. It was genuine love . How
can anyone - and I don't care what their
sources are, the Bible, the US Constitution - rationalize discrimination on the
basis of two people who love each
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other? This sort of smugness in society
When you consider that in the Metis what got to me.
ropolitan Buffalo area there are 54,000
The myths of society that say that
homosexuals, and that 18,000 of these
homosexuals are child molesters and
are women ...
that homosexuals don't really love each
STRAIT : How did you arrive at th
figure?
other, that they just lust each other,
that homosexual relations are not meanMIKE :
We got them from the Erie
ingful, that they are just momentary , County Department of Health and it is
impersonal experiences is all just out- based on the Kinsey report . Kinsey is
known to be conservative in his estiand-out bullshit . The only reason these
myths exist is that the only homosex- mates, so it could well be more.
Anyway , when you consider that
uals that anyone ever heard of until
there are 54,000 in Buffalo, two million
recently were people who were not well
adjusted to their sexuality. They had to in New York State and God knows how
seek out the help of a psychiatrist be- many in the US and the world, and they
cause they were convinced by others are all being oppressed and surpressed,
that there was something wrong with subjected to psychological and physical
harrassment - only due to the fact that
them.
Therefore you have all these books they have a different sexual orientation ·
written by psychiatrists that claim that
I don't care what your source is: there 's
all homosexuals are preoccupied with no way you can rationalize the dislavatories; all homosexuals wear makeup crimination of this many people.
and they do this or they do that ...
Why I'm a homosexual, I don't
Well maybe that was the case with some know. I have had homosexual experof their patients but that was only be- iences and some of them were very, very
cause they were oppressed by society. nice . However I have come to realize
The majority of homosexuals are simply that I prefer men and I have come to
not the neurotic, lustful! , sex-craving live with it very happily that I prefer
people that the institutionalized psychia- not so much the physical relationship
try system in America has made them with men - in fact I would put that
out to be.
third or fourth - but most of all the
People say : "How does gay lib effect mental association with men.
I 'd like to say that heterosexuals are
me?" Well if in no other way , if you
should have a friend who is a homo- . never asked to justify why they're hetsexual, and you should be seen with erosexual: it's the "norm." Wherea
him, you will be branded a homosexual homosexuals - because they are th
too - simply because you associate with 11 deviates " - are always expected to
him. People will be suspicious of you. answer for their actions. What I'd like
So if in no other way , you do not have people to think about is this : The profreedom of association. That has hap- blem with a homosexual is not his sexpened to me on this campus.
uality , but society's incapability to accept an alternative life style.
STRAIT : You mentioned before that
This is the reason we have been havthe Judea-Christian ethic had a lot to do
ing a table in the Union . College edwith the stature of the homosexual in
ucations should transcend what you read
society. What has been your religious on the blackboards or in textbooks. You
background and how have you recon- should learn in college about people and
ciled any conflicts which you encounter by people and the time when you
as a homosexual?
throw off your shackles of bigotry and
Ml KE: I was brought up Catholic, but
just learn about people . People are
I'm not sure where my head is as far as st a rt ing to get their heads together
organized religion goes. I definitely be- about blacks and women. I think it's
lieve in a supreme being. One of the about time that we started to get our
reasons I am in gay lib is a humanitarian heads together about homosexuals. I'm
striving. The God that I believe in is not advocating homosexuality . I want to
humanitarian.
make that very clear. I'm not saying
There are passages in the Bible which
that anyone should be a homosexual.
speak of homosexuals - in the old Test- I'm just saying that people have got to
ament, we are even condemned to being be themselves.
burned. However, Jesus talked more
That article that I was mentioning
about love and the motivations for love . before about the gay people who raided
The problem is that people think of Senator Brydge 's office in Albany: you
homosexuality in terms of those pas- could have gone through that article and
sages which speak about lust. I have yet put in the words "Negro" and "Black"
to find any passage in the Bible which wherever the words "homosexual" and
condemns love between two men or two
" gay " were and changed the date fro
women. I've seen passages which con- 1972 to 1965 and it would have rea
demn lust between two men and for just the same.
People have got to realize that gay
that matter, between men and women.
It is Qnly the homosexual that is put to
lib is just another chapter in human
the rack because of this.
rights.
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(continued from page 5)

be thankful that a country like the U.S. does have
such options as conscientious objection, that other
countries would have put me in jail immediately, I
pointed out that if my board had its way, I'd be in
jail right now. This really stopped her. At another
point, she said something that I found very encouraging. Aft~r I had said that I couldn't accept
the purely ,negative, destructive goals of the
military, I said I wanted to start doing positive,
helpful things, under no obligation of draft status,
or seeking a possible deferment, but because I felt I
should be doing those things. She looked at me,
very sincerely, and said "We all feel an obligation to
be helpful at some time in our lives; I think you
could call that your conscience."
I was glad I talked with her, though at the time
I was feeling pretty depressed. Maybe I did something to help undermine her groundless faith in the
rightfulness of government policy being more important than her personal self. Maybe I didn't. Still,
I was glad that I had gotten to talk to a real person
rather than an official mouthpiece for an organization. Possibly, she'll take us more setiously now,
also.

-

She explained that the Red Cross was there to
alleviate human suffering in time of emergency and
described various services available. When she was
through, I thanked her for the information and then
asked her something that had been bothering me all
the time she was speaking . I asked her if the goal of
the Red Cross was to alleviate suffering, how could
she not feel a contradiction in herself by advising
me to go into the military while being paid as an
officer in the Red Cross . She seemed taken aback
by this. She explained her • function in the Red
Cross had nothing to do with her personal feelings.
The Red Cross didn't decide whether there would
be war or not, but rather what could be done for
the injured and disposed . I asked her if she thought
she was working against herself, considering the
kinds of suffering our military has caused. since
we've been in Vietnam . She explained that the Red
Cross personnel in Vietnam go there by their own
free choice, that they are not assigned there. They
spend most of their time teaching the Vietnam
people about sanitation, which she seemed to think
was the foremost issue at hand. Our conversation
lulled there. She finally said, with all sincerity, that
she could see no contradictions. I thanked her for
er information and left .
•
I don't mean to give the impression that we
were at each other tooth and claw, or that she was
an ignorant, self-seeking capitalist. Like most people
of her generation, she mistakenly believes that it is
not her place to criticize or even examine our institutions. At one point, when she said that I should

• *

This is the last column of Field Notes. I hope
that readers of this column found it informative,
and even kind of amusing. With things getting so
depressing lately, it's hard not to sink into austere
sobriety and cynicism. I've always found it hard to
suppress my laughter, even at the most cynical of
moments. I hope someone will replace this column
next year with their own trips. I'll be listening.
Have a good summer, gang.
things with blind consciences, and fighting against
things with ludicrous morality.
The question comes down to motives. If we
only took the time to ask ourselves why we are
moved to certain opinions we might be able to eliminate vacuous debate, and better come to terms
with those things we formerly could not accept.
The final point to be covered here concerns the
role of biased thought in problem solving. Twain
also remarked that "the very ink with which all
history is written is merely fluid prejudice." This, of
course, points to the influences in our lives which
we do not control, and indeed, may not even
notice. Biased inclinations are something we cannot
do without, for they help us to define ourselves.
Our goal, then, may be to muster a concerted effort
to recognize and at times, momentarily suspend this
bias. The most effective way of doing this, it seems,
is through imagination. Those who can imagine situations much different from their own orientation
stand a better chance of stepping outside of thier
own mirror-world to glimpse at the alternatives.

MIND'S EYE

(Continued from page 7)

this column, and all of those which force their way
into our lives daily remain largely of personal concern. This is because a universal view is unattainable
if we cannot relate ourselves to it. The personal
veiw contains within it a great deal of responsibility;
it is not enough to relate our surroundings to ourselfes--we must also . relate ourselves to everything
else.
The above quote by Twain is a pointed illustration of what happens when we refuse to consider
the possibilities. In rigid defense of any particular
viewpoint, it is not uncommon to bypass the real
issues entirely.
This leads to an interesting phenomenon which
A observable to all of us--that many times people
• e not even vaguely interested in present day problems--but they are overwhelmingly interested in
forcing their way into the superfluous symptoms of
those problems. We then find persons fighting for
STRAIT 4
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Viewpoint

What are you doing here anyway?
•

LARRY FRITZ

It has been argued (or if not, I will) that once
institutions of higher education open their doors to
the masses of society, they no longer remain,
though in some way still resembling, places of
higher learning but instead come to reflect any
number of other purposes the masses indulge in.
Hence we no longer have classroom attendance required because coming to college should not necessarily involve going to classes. Hence writing of
scholarly reports and essays should not be required
because these are frustration-producing experiences
and if anything the masses do not need frustration
(Ergo, appear Termpapers Unlimited, et al.). Hence
raising of tuition is unfair because any free ride
should remain so or at least a reasonable facsimile
thereof.
At one time, a time seemingly of the ancient
past, coming to college for the sake of learning itself was a somewhat cherished if not an admonished
preoccupation of many students. (Enter Europe, the
Continental System and somewhere back in the
early Twentieth Century America.) No doubt even
at this time pragmatism was a contributing factor in
the minds of most students, that is while still seeking knowledge for knowledge's sake, they did have a
fairly clear notion that this extra time spent in academia would assure them a job. Remember college
recruiters? Nothing perhaps so idyllic, but it goes
without saying any honest student who applied himself for four years or so could feel secure his time
was not being spent in idle self-indulgence. Remember this tradition because it is precisely here that
we, the children of the 70's, were given an empirical
basis for the fiction that now parades itself in terms
of oozing and woozing for a tassle and sheep skin. If
your father never made it to college he now sure as
shootin' wants to see his son and daughter there. Or
how about those inane commercials that go something like "Quitting school now can only ruin your
future. Stay in school or watch yourself rot." So
that anyone who has made it through this milieu
knows that whatever happens the next step to respectability and future employment is through the
hallowed halls of academia.
Take a very deep breath, can this really be
true? Of course it is not, but take note that all of
those sacred values that at one time enshrined the
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B.A., M.A., and PhD. are still wfth us stronger than
ever in a land now virtually void of whatever in
times past furnished employment for college graduates . Whether it be the exceeding number of graduates today as result of the post-war baby boom or
whether it is because we are entering a form of
depression or any number of other causes, to value
a college diploma as ticket to the job market as
students did twenty years ago, is a dangerous if not
a blantly anachronistic assumption.

* * *

*

*

*

* *

Our generation has prided itself in its appearance, an appearance however that has at times come
to be frightfully shallow around the edges. We have
always made merry our ability to improvise at times
when the going has been tough, and somehow, eve
at the most desperate of situations, managed to
keep our voices if not our heads above water. In
fact we've talked ourselves into quite a dither about
freedom, a freedom that now in the locale of a
university education is sadly in the need of reevaluation. A freedom however that will not spring
from such former maneuverings as protest marches,
strikes and bomb threats. A freedom that most
rightly will come from the individual mind after a
firm and honest evaluation of a value now become
so intrinsic we have near forgotten of its existence.
My only point is this: Why are you really here
at school? If not for an education and if not to get
a job and join the long lines of graduates still waiting for jobs from graduation two years ago, then
why? If not for the sake of gaining knowledge and
if only out of habit, or for the sake of doodling to
avoid an incipient boredom, then admit now, at
least to yourself, that your fate is of much the same
mediocrity that the rest of the American middle
class has come to be abandoned to. A fate, that is
not without means 'of re-evaluation or adjustment.
It is, q.owever, a re-evaluation that exists in no neatly packaged formula but is one that is substantially
unique and peculiar to each individual, him or:
herself. A re-evaluation that is tantamount to th
realization that this is society has no time for latecomers who have somehow lost their direction along
the way.
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no change in these sentiments. Then in a changing
mood : long live academia and the professors (no
reference to administrators, sorry about that) and
praise for maids and women with a bracelet of very
nice and clean adjectives.
The next verses celebrate the republic, the
civility and generosity of which should protect the
students; and the final stanza damns worries and
sorrows and all those who are against students and
try to make them look ridiculous . (There is, of
course, no remedy against those who do a perfect
job of making fools of themselves .) No basic
changes here, death still comes suddenly and without warning, youth should still be enjoyed and old
age is still rather a curse than an elation .
Had we more issues there would have been one
column devoted to the self-destruction of the family
and the abandonment of its functions to school and
church and a host of other more or less state controlled agencies. One of these functions is precisely
to give the child a sense of identity which some
wish to burden the institutions of higher learning
with. If the family cannot or does not want to cope
with that task, the school, especially the college, is
certainly not the place to attempt to give students a
sense of identity, except possibly in nonprofessional team sports .
Non scholae sed vitae discimur - not for the
sake of the school but for life do we study; this old
adage justifies present day programs to earn a living
in an increasingly complex civilization; but it should
not deflect us from our first and major task which
is to form the mind, to awake thinking habits and a
decent respect for facts and their cross-connections'.
The problem appears to be that students are
squeezed with regard to qualifications, that is to
say, credit hours, busy work, fads and foibles in
educational fashions; they are coddled with respect
to competence, that is to say, they are not
trained to think strictly, avoid shortcuts, stick to a
task over a certain period of time, in brief, behave
responsibly and professionally.
The individual need not become a walking
encyclopedia or a quiz-kid. But he should not, at
least not in his undergraduate years devote his time
to premature overspecialization and the neglect of
wholesome working habits.Inasmuch as this demands character formation, there may be some
merit in the argument that the college educates the
whole man; the underlying .hope is simply that a
somewhat whole man comes already to the school
What we have attempted in these columns over
the past year is to point out a few eternal verities;
this is the task of the University and this is the task
of the professor.

• JOSEPH H BUNZEL

GAUDEAMUS IGITUR

During the year some comment, mostly flattering, has come our way. This is only natural because
people do not go out of their way to say unpleasant
things unless they are forced to, but some conA:tructive suggestions would have been welcomed to
. . .make the column more useful, particularly if accompanied by chapter and verse.
Repeatedly, it appears that academic life was
put in question, and the task of this college, and
any college should have been discussed.This is no
small assignment; libraries have been written on the
life and death of higher education in this country,
and in any country. Looking at the catalogue, a
favorite pasttime of the innocent, we find that the
college is here to search for truth and here (to
speak with Faust-) we stop already. For is this the
task of the college; methinks not.
Recently at a meeting of department heads of
both social and natural sciences it was stated bluntly that the task of the college is to give students a
sense of identity. Me shudders. Between these poles
we propose to deal with what we believe · after
teaching more than thirty years in this country · in
all kinds of setting • to be the task of the college.
The old student song, possibly an offshoot of the
golliards of the middle ages indicates the general
philosophy of academia.
The first three stanzas admonish us to enjoy
youth, because after bothersome senescence we shall
'nhabit the earth, literally; they ask where they
•
ent who came before us, we are assured that life is
short, that we find no place to hide; that death
comes quickly and cruelly takes us away. There is
STRAIT 4 MAY 1972
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the Time has come . ..

The Real World
• CAROL EDMONDSON

I had a great deal of trouble trying to divorce this column
from the fact that it is the last of year and the last forever for
this magazine (that's not supposed to sound so melodramatic).
So I gave up .. .
This section has attempted to show you all the many opportunities on this campus, in this city and in points further
on (through circum locum). A probe. A service. A gun in the
back of the head or at least, I wish it had been that compelling. Even the title THE REAL WORLD was meant to get
you thinking not only about what I consider the real world
but also about the one which you considerreal. I've become
more political that I care to admit (But only in this column,
Ms. Levertov). This last column shall be divided into sections
for discussion of various topics which have been subjects
throughout the past year.
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"THE TIME HAS COME," THE WALRUS SAID,
"TO SPEAK OF MANY THINGS, OF SHOES AND
SHIPS AND SEALING WAX, OF CABBAGES AND
KINGS AND IF THE SEA IS BOILING HOT AND
WHETHER PIGS HAVE WINGS."

POLITICS
Surprisingly the most response I received from outside
sources was in reply to an article I did on the necessity to
separate politics and poetry. Well, I still believe in that necessity. Last week during the Women in the Arts Festival, Diane
Wakoski said she felt the same way. Ms. Wakoski is a fine poet
(I felt that way on Sunday before I heard her views on Monday). I do see the need to be involved in the world around you
simply because the men in politics do not seem to care
whether the real world survives. Hearing a person I don't personally know agree with me almost made the whole thing
worthwhile.

LEWIS CARROLL
FROM ALICE IN WONDERLAND

have been included in the section this year - articles by faculty
members in every issue (no one seemed to take the hint after
the few we did do), critical articles on books, a book list,
movie list etc. for future dates, more movie reviews, and reviews on the philharmonic which captured a new and innovative conductor in the person of Michael Tilson Thomas. Most
people don't realize that the magazine gets complimentary:
passes to cultural events for the purpose of reviewing them an
unfortunately there were never enough people to attend al w
events going on in the area. So if you're interested come up
before school ends and find out about next year.

FUTURES
I had wished several ti!Tles this year that I had written all
the articles in the section, either because the people who had
done them had done a really fine job or because I wanted
everything to be written the way I would write them if I had
the time. Well, I also had a few thoughts about trying to do
the samething next year when no o_ne else seemed interested in
the job. It won't be necessary. Jan Nuzzo will be the arts
editor next fall. There are a lot of things which I hoped would

7
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ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE
A noble experiment which surprisingly survived. Thanks
to Michael Flanigan for pulling it through the technicalities of
the first year and making it possible for the program to continue. Next year the Claude Kipnis Mime Troupe will be in
residence here at Buffalo State. They were reviewed in the 23
February issue of the magazine by myself. More people are
needed to serve on the Artist-in-residence committee for purposes of selection, publicity and just plain helping out the
three people who will be here come September.
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WOMEN
I must again allude to Ms. Wakoski. A few women who
were talking about her after the reading accused her of hating
women and of not being a feminist. A male friend of mine
replied, "that's right, she's a human being. " It is true of the
past that women were pushed into living lives dependent on
men, even I, a "product" of modern times, was brought up to
expect marriage . But I don't think it's true any longer. Women
are trapped now by their own psyches. As Wakoski said,
there's no logic behind publishing a person's work just because
she happens to be a woman . We must begin to respect individuals instead of the power involved in movements.

Michael Flanigan reading for the last time as
Artist-in-Residence.

the last of the first
Michael C. Flanigan, Buffalo State's current artist-in-residence, gave his last reading here on Friday. Originally Mr.
Flanigan had planned to read both his new work The Carnival
& The Town and his book Visions America which was
published two years ago this semester, but due to a cold he
could not read Visions after che break. Instead he substituted
Summer Cabin a work by which he
introduced to many
students when he first came here three years ago this fall.
It is very easy to draw a parallel between Mr. Flanigan's
experiences at State and his new poem (he dedicates the book
to everyone at State in hopes of finding a better playground),
but the work is so much more than that. The style of the book
is different than any other he has written and can best likened
to the lyricism in Song of Sylvie. I suggest that you get a hold
of a copy because only through reading it can you understand
what I cannot explain without ruining the poetry.
Mr . Flanigan will be assuming the post of artist-in-residence at Cambrian College in North Bay, Ontario come
September. He plans on making several trips back to Buffalo
to give readings during the next few years. He has another
book in progress, Diary of an Animal which can be described
as a chronicle of a young boy's growth . Poetry adherents own
a great deal to Michael Flanigan for the past two years; he
grabbed a hold of Buffalo State and shook it until it finally got
together at least for a while. The result of his refusing to give
up is that the artist-in-residence program has survived and will
be functioning next fall.

Diane Wakowski at her workshop during the Women in the
Arts Festival last week.

It's hard to express the disappointment I have over the lack
of response to the whole section. I hope that people will take
notice of what is going on around them not speaking only of
Ae arts now . I have tried to lift art to a respectable level
W roughout the year but the most important thing and what
art is intended to do (in my mind) is to assure individuals that
they are not alone and that indeed they are quite human.
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WOMEN
THE ARTS
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THIRD GHOSTLY LOVER
BY SHIRLEY KASSMAN

•

BY JOAN BLUMENBAUM

RICKERT

..

UNTITLED

BY AMY HAMOUDA
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SAND LADY HEAD
BY CAROLE WIDMER

BEGA

•

BY CAROLINE BROCK

KITCHEN IV
BY JANE
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DONNY HATHAWAY
IN CONCERT
• STEVEN MACKEY

Last Sunday, April 30, Donny Hathaway appeared in concert at the New
Gym. His performance was the closing
event of the 1972 Black Arts Festival presented by the Black Liberation Front
Board.
Let me first point out that I am not
terribly well versed in black music; there
are many aspects of any form of ethnic
music I will never master. I will therefore
try to steer my comments away from
what I thought was good or bad, black or
white about the concert.
The concert began about 8 :45 p.m. , a
little late but understandable due to the
size of the at the door ticket sales. The
crowd was large ; between 2500 and 3000
people were packed inside the very tropical New Gym. All of the predominantly
black audience seemed uncomfortable in
the sweating walls of the Gym but no one
would leave until Hathaway finished his
set.
Donny Hathaway was a showman , he
know his audience and he know how to
move them. Hathaway showed his proficiency on the keyboard instruments by
dominating all of the other members of
his Quintet in all but a few sections of
every chart. The crowd was hungry and
Hathaway knew how to satisfy them , the
beginning of each chart was greeted by
applause and cheering.
Hathaway himself provided the vocals
for his combo, his voice was strong, suggestive and very musical, a pleasant surprise to find such a sulti-talented musician appearing at State. His vocal style
and grace on the organ and piano says
much for the work he's put in to please
his audiences. Although he was supposedly appearing in concert, the Donny
Hathaway sound had the drowd moving
and dancing all around the gym floor,
seats, scaffolds and stage when Hathaway
went to his dressing room for the intermission.
Luckily Hathaway returned and after
two well received charts, he proceeded to
begin his showstopper which lasted about
25 minutes and ended with half the audience on the stage. The chart began slow
but picked up momentum and most of
the now dwindling crowd were brought
to their feet. Such a crowd reaction as I
saw there would do any producer's heart
glad. Everybody in the place was dancing
to Danny Hathaway's beat. Even the
stage itself didn't survive the crowd's
attack. Several couples leaped to center
stage and preceeded to give a visual and
pantomimic cemonstration of the propagation of the human race. This seemed to
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please the men operating the two spotlights as they zoomed in on the couples
and left Hathaway himself, staring open
mouthed at what his music had created.
The recipe for this concert was :
one large hungry crowd.
one very talented group
one good lighting and sound system.
Blend these and you get a great con cert and that's what the close of the
B.L.F. was, and a great, resounding success.

The Boys From Syracuse
• LINDA DE TINE

Shootings at the Masthead, a ten page
paper deadline moved up, and a sudden
decision to squeeze in one more little
quiz before the term is through- By the
time the weekend rolled around I really
couldn 't care less about The Boys from
Syracuse , or for that matter those from
Rochester or Penfield or any other city in
this dumb state. The fact that a perfectly
good (if free) ticket was rotting away in
my pocket, because things with good old
what 's his name didn 't quite pan out ,
didn't help. When I went into Upton Aud
the night of 23 April , I went in with the
determination to do something I had
never before done in my short life as a
critic. I was going to ... nyah , ha, ha ... pan
a production.
As far as I got was scowling at the
usher. He smiled and handed me a
scrolled up program , and from that point
on , I and the rest of the audience were
totally taken in by the charm of the
Syracuse boys.
The Boys From Syracuse is a Rodgers '
and Hart musical adaptation of Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors, first presented
in 1938. Two sets of long-separated twins
are at the center of
much confused
story line.
It was a marvelous way to wind up
Casting Hall's season. Our players took
full advantage of the freedom that the
script and score allowed, created and
hammed and shimmied and pratfell to
their heart's content, and never once lost
the audience's attention. The sense of relaxation was so high that even the last
night voices of John Monahan (Antipholu s) and Linda Mould (Adriana)
straining unsuccessfully to hit their high
notes was taken in stride.
Director Donald Savage gets my
applause for bringing the farce off professionally, with some impressive inspirations of his own, for example, setting
up a sort of electric bulletin board at one
side of the stage to indicate which twin
was on stage when. Another effective
improvisation was having the spotlight
operator and Dromio (Charles Fontana)

a
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play hide and seek, the way Emmett
Kelly used to do , during the "Big
Brother" number. Mike English's set was
all Greek simple lines and angles and June
Gaeke 's costumes were topped by grotesque paper wigs, reminescent of Greek
comedy masks. These made the play complete.
Like most musical comedies, this one
had its show stoppers and audience
favorites. As far as musical numbers went,
there were two . One was a terrific "Sing
for Your Supper " (Mama Cass Elliot
brought that back a few years ago, remember?) done in full l 930's
doot-doot 'n doowoo harmony. The other
was a red hot mama version of "Oh
Diogenes' " by Rita Spinoza backed up
a sashaying chorus of hefty males.
Several players singled themselves out,
too . Charles Fontana's Dromio stole
every scene he was in , not just because he
had the best lines, but more because of
his Barney Fyfe brand of sad clowning.
Rita Spinoza 's courtesan and Anita
Cimasi's bitch were first rate, immediately setting up a rapport with the
audience. 1
And then there was Joy Wiseman as
Fatima with a coiled snake brassiere and
an unbelievably mobile rib cage. The seat
where good old what's his name was supposed to be was filled by a boy about ten
years old, and next to him was his father .
The first time Ms. Wiseman and her
associates appeared , he squirmed uncomfortably and tried to look somewhere
else, and every time they came out after
that ,his father would nudge him and
snicker, "Oh ho ho Billy, here they come
again'" The girls didn 't have any lines,
but everybody got the message. I suppose
choreographer Jean Sabatine gets the
credit for that .
You probably noticed that the only
way I could describe many of the parts of
the play was in terms of elements, ideas,
we've all seen someplace before. It is na
often, however that we see all the
things together as a whole, or so we!
done.

1 rosby, stills, nash and young
musical corporation
MICHAEL SAJECKI

Well, it seems as if the same people
who get their kicks comparing the albums
of the Beatles on their solo careers, trying
to figure out who 's best, have gotten a
tiny bit bored. So they've turned their
talents to comparing the individual
talents of the now defunct C.S.N.Y.
Most people consider C.S.N.Y. as
being the biggest gimmick in the history
of popular music . One reviewer , from a
prominent rock magazine, is quoted as
having said that C.S.N.Y. was a big publicity ploy to launch the individuals in the
group on solo careers. Well , phooey to
that.
First of all, Neil Young was making
solo albums a hell of a long time before C
S and N was even conceived. And he was
doing excellent stuff. Songs like Down by
the River, Cowgirl in the Sand and The
Loner have become folk-rock classics. In
& ;ther words, he didn't have to join

• cs&N.

Now as far as David Crosby and
Graham Nash are concerned, they were
both musical heads whose talents were
being stifled in the groups they were in ,
The Byrds and The Hollies respectively .
The Byrds were, and still are, Mcquinn 's
group, and the Hollies, well the Hollies
were dying. So the two of them just sat
around waiting, eyeing the rock world
waiting for their next moves .
Onto the scene comes Steve Stills.
Stills is an innovator. Always has been,
always will be. The Buffalo Springfield,
the group he started, was years ahead of
its time. But it broke up for much the
same reason as did CSN and Y. The
people in the group , Neil Young, being
one of them, didn't have enough room to
move . Two people from the group went
off and formed a country-folk-rock band
called Poco. Young took off to venture
on a solo career. And Stills sat biding his
time.
So when Crosby, Stills and Nash got
together, they present a new, fresh clean
sound rich in harmonies and abundant in
musical talent. They also had a variety of
sound, totally different from the boring
~
meness of most groups at that time.
~
nd still, many people laughed at the
three, saying they would never survive.
As it turned out, CS&N had the last
laugh. Their first album made gold, and
STRAIT 4
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an appearance at Woodstock launched
them on a successful career.
But still, the group had a very real problem. They weren't working together.
Each member of the group was doing his
own thing within the group, which is
often the case when a group first starts
out.
However, I felt that something would
have to change or the group would never
stick .
Deja Vu, their next venture, introduced Neil Young as a new member of
the group , to add to the diversity of their
sound as it turned out. Don't get me
wrong, the album is a classic. Nash, in his
bag, put out some songs. Our House and
Teach Your Children , songs that appeal
to both AM and FM audiences.
Crosby , doing his thing, presented
Deja Vu and Almost Cut my Hair, the
slow, throbbing, inviting, intricate sound
that appealed to most folks only after
three or four listenings. Stills, presented
Carry On, a wicked little tune and Four
and Twenty , a personal note that touches
the fancies, if not the emotions, of most
listeners. Young, did Country Girl, one of
his finest efforts to date .
However, the only thing they had to
show as a group was Everybody I Love
You, written by Stills and Young, a relatively insignificant effort compared to the
other stuff on the album. After-Deja Vu,
I knew they had had it. Not in terms of
popularity. But, the plain, simple truth
was that they didn't need each other.
They could all exist separate, and they
knew it.
I must admit that I myself felt that
they weren't doing too well on their own
at first. Except for Neil Young, whose
After the Gold Rush wasn't lacking in
any aspect .
Crosby's first solo venture was a musical collage. And although it had some in teresting stuff on it, it fell way short of
my expectations.
Nash's first album had a kind of dull
sameness about it, that offered little variety, no pleasant surprises or anything like
that .
. Both of Stills' solo albums had as
much shit on them as had good material.
In the last three months, al] of them
have presented new efforts, in my estima-
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tion each of them is excellent, no one like
the other. I reviewed Neil Young's Harvest album a few issues back (remember?)
and will capsulize my review by saying I
thought it was an excellent album .
Crosby and Nash have just put together an album for themselves which is
really good. It seems that the two of
them are looking to form a new group,
and with all the fine musicians floating
around, they shouldn't have much
trouble doing it.
Anyways, back to their album.
Nash 's material has progressed ever so
slightly, but still has the same charm and
appeal that has always been present in
Nash's songs. But Crosby's stuff is really
excellent. He has progressed in an amazingly short period of time. Listen to
such songs as The Wall Song and Wool
Cloth and ocmpare them to Almost Cut
my Hair from Deja Vu. See if you agree .
Stills has a new group. Yeah, like I
said before he's an innovator. Mannassas,
his new group, is specifically his group.
Undoubtedly the group depends on his
direction which can be good or bad. In
this case, it's good. Mannassas, has some
good people in the group. Chris Hillman
who used to play for the Byrds, is in the
group . Dallas Taylor, ex-drummer for
CSNY is also in the group. Session man,
Fuzzy Samuels on bass guitar is with
Stills. And the other musicians, less
heralded, are all excellent in their own
rites.
The double album has four different
styles of music on it, all four being directions that Stills has or was into in the
past.
Side 1 is rock. All rock, but really
good stuff. Side 2 is a country-folk departure which is also good. Side 3 is the long
absent sorely missed Buffalo Springfield
sound. Which comes off well. Side 4, all
progressive new direction Still's stuff, is
also good and presents a pleasant change
rather than the boring repetition of his
first two albums.
Thus, they are all doing well on their
own. CSN&Y are all but forgotten. But
there are alway.s the die-hards, stick~rs
who talk about the previous career of a
defunct group. They live in the past. I
have a personal message for such people
· and I know that C&S&N& Y would wish
me well in doing so. Here goes. F - - K
U.
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Music : A program of live and taped performances pre•
sented by S.E.M. Ensemble under Petr Kotik (a Creative Associate) Albright-Knox Gallery in the Special Exhibition Galleries during museum hours.
The Amherst Symphony Orchestra gives its last concert of
the season on 20 May at 7 :30 p.m. at Amherst Senior High on
Main Street.
If you 're looking for ways to save money, maybe you can
pick up a few hints at the Buffalo Museum of Science. They're
holding " Eat the Weeds " cooking classes on 17, 24 and 31
May , all classes are at 9 :30 a.m. which gives you plenty of time
to collect for dinner on your way home .

CAROL EDMONDSON

Come 16 May, we 're all semi-free again. These are a few suggestions for the summer if you 're staying in the area and a few
if you decide to wander out of Buffalo and explore the area.

DELAWARE PARK

Well, besides the zoo , during the summer the Buffalo Philharmonic offers four outdoor concerts in the park. You'll have
to look for them in the paper come the end of the month.
There's a surprising variety of people at these concerts along
with a surprising variety of music from opera to pop.

OUT IN THE WOODS

A listing of parks • Zoar Valley (outside of Gowanda) even
though it was closed to campers last summer, there's plenty to
do in a day, like just riding through from one end to the other.
Letchworth is great for hiking and scenery, a long ride, so plan
to spend at least a day (there 's even a pool). It you 're in for
the educational aspects , the Museum of Science offers Nature
walks. There's one on 21 May at Beaver Meadow, only for
early risers, 5 a.m.; another on 27 May out at Bergen Swamp
at 9 a .m. Call the museum for details and hints on how to
dress .
Niagara Glen is a fantastic park in Canada at the Northern
most part of Niagara River. You can hike down into the gorge
(or at least we did in 8th grade) and sit near the whirlpoo
Canadian parks are entirely different ; this one 's a long way too
so give yourself plenty of time.

ouTs1 DE (as in circum locum)

There 's going to be a one -man show by Syed Iqbal
Geoffrey at the Everson Museum in Syracuse in June.
Geoffrey was one of the candidates for artist-in -residence here
at State. It promises to be interesting.
There are two shows coming to the Bevier Gallery in Rochester. They are Graduate Thesis Shows from the College of
Fine and Applied Arts. The first runs from 1 May to 15 May,
the second from 19 May to 2 June .
Rochester again . On 21 May is the Williamson Apple
Blossom Festival and Crafts Show, William Main Street Business District from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. From 22 May - 24 May ,
The Pittsford Art Group Show and Sale (concurrently with
Pittsford Village Colonial Days) at the Pittsford Four Corners
Business District from noon to dusk on the 22 and from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. on the 23 and 24.

AROUND THE HOUSE

If you 're planning on reading, and most of us do plan,
here are a few suggestions.
An Unfinished Woman by Lillian Hellman - a kind of autobiography during which Ms. Hellman does not refer to her
plays (The Little Fexes, The Children's Hour) but gives a
moving portrayal of growing up and out as a woman.
ALL BOOKS BY DIANE WAKOSKI, who was here last
week for the women's festival and positively stunned me with
her poetry.
For the New InteJlectual by Ayn Rand - a collection of
essays and fiction outlining the ideas and consequences behind
her philosophy of objectivism.
The Carnival & The Town by Michael C. Flanigan - because you should be aware of the creation of the colleges first
artist-in-residence.
EST The Steersman Handbook by L. Clark Stevens - a
series of probes anc;I projections about the social and political
roles of the counter culture in the coming decades .
Freak Culture by Daniel Foss - an analysis of the new left
in comparison to other radical movements in history and a
study of their life style.
The Female Eunuch by Germaine Greer - an informative
study of the many aspects of womanhood in the past and
present with suggestions for her future .
,

SHAW FESTIVAL

If you've never been to Niagara-on-the-Lake (Ontario),
this is an excellent way to get acquainted with a quiet little
town out of the late 19th century. The plays are put on in the
Court House theater which is somewhat confining both in
seating and staging but the festival is really great at finding the
best ways of using the stage area. You have to get there early
to get a seat of any kind and you had better make reservations
early if you want really good seats. Tickets are available from
the ticket office at Norton union at U.B. and Buffalo Festival.
In addition to the plays, in August there is a series of ten
concerts at St. Mark's Church including traditional, percussion
and contemporary music. They take place in the evenings and
run from the 5 to the 19.
.
This season the festival is presenting - Kaufman and Ferber's The Royal Family (beginning 12 June); Shaw's Getting
Married (16 June) and Shaw's Misalliance_ The Royal Family
plays from 10 June - 9 July. The Shaw plays revolve through
the rest of the summer through to the 3rd of September.
Special rates for students are available only on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Sundays.
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There's so much to do, there's no need to-wish the tim

away.
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ON· GOING EVENTS
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3MAY-16MAY

CAMPUS
-Carnival - Annual Alumni Spring Carnival. State Hospital Athletic Field.
Starts 5 May thru 7 May featuring
rides, games, exhibits etc. 3-llpm on
Friday, 1-11 pm on Saturday & Sunday.
*•Elections - USG in Union Lobby for
officers and budgets, thru 5 May.
VOTE!
-Yearbook Portraits - thru 5 May, 9am
- 5 pm call 862-5606.
LOCAL
-Circus - Ringling Bros./ Barnum &
Bailey Circus, Memorial Aud. 10 May 14 May.
-Drama - Studio Arena presents "Man
of La Mancha" 4 May - 21 May.
-Science - Pyritized Fossils - Buffalo
Museum of Science, Hamlin Hall, May,
June & July.
-Science - Feather Art from around the
world, Hamlin Hall, Buffalo Museum
of Science.
-Art - Photographs & Etchings by
A Friedlander & Dine - Hayes Lobby,
W U.B. thru lp May.
-Art - Fluorescent Light Sculptures by
Dan Flavin, Albright-Knox Art Gallery
from 13 May - 25 June.

*

OUTSIDE
-Science - Star Show- The Last Quest ion- Strasenburgh Planetarium,
Rochester thru 16 June.
-Art - Photographs by Don Blumberg,
George Eastman House, Rochester
thru 15 July.
-Art • Symposium IV - Support for the
Arts- Rochester 3 May thru 7 May.
-Art - Lazio Moholy Nagy - prints and
collages - George Eastman House.
Rochester thru 10 May.
WEDNESDAY, 3 MAY

CAMPUS

-Music • Composer's Concert - compositions of Dr. Robert Cantrick &
Anton Wolf, Campus School, 8: 15 pm.
Free.

LOCAL
-Film - "Collages & Boxes" by Joseph
Cornell, 8 pm, Albright-Knox Art
Gallery Aud. Part of EYE-CON '72.
A -Science - Public Night - Kellogg ObserW vatory, Buffalo Museum of Science, at
dusk.
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-Video - "Our Man Flint" James
Coburn, WKBW-TV, Channel 7 at 9
pm.
-Open House - Adolescent Unit,
Buffalo State Hospital, 10 am · 5pm,
call 884-1109 also 4 May.
OUTSIDE
-Music - Isaac Stern - Eastman Theater,
Rochester, 8: 15 pm, admission
Charge.
THURSDAY, 4 MAY

CAMPUS

-Sell Your Books for Vacation Bread
at the Book Store also on Friday.

LOCAL
-Film - "Lost Horizon" Ronald
Coleman, Capen Hall 140, U.B. & & 9
pm.
-Concert - Alex Taylor at D'Youville
College, 8 pm.
OUTSIDE
-Music - Rochester Philharmonic
Orchestra, 8:15 pm, Eastman Theater,
Rochester. Admission charge.
-Music - River Campus Jazz Ensemble,
Univ. Rochester, Strong Aud. Free.

LOCAL
-Dance • Buffalo Philharmonic presents
Dance Theater of Harlem at Kleinhans.
-Multi-Media - "Doors" tape music &

visuals- Albright-Knox Art Gallery
Aud.,8 & 9 :30 pm, admission $1 for
students, $2 for others.
-Video - "The St. Valentine's Day
Massacre" George Segal, WKBW-TV,
Channel 7, 11 :30 pm.
-Music - Senior Recital- Karen Bernstein, piano-Baird Hall, U.B. , 8 :30 pm.

OUTSIDE
-Art- Works by Helen Suhr, David Gallery, Pittsford.
-Theater - "Lovers And Other
Strangers" & "Gin & Bitterness",
Kodak State Street Aud, 8 pm, Admission charge, Rochester, also 6 May,
8pm.
-Music • River Campus Symphonic
Band, Univ. Rochester, Strong Aud.
Rochester. Free.
SATURDAY, 6 MAY

LOCAL
-Science -·33rd Annual School of Conservation- 9:30 am, Buffalo Museum
of Science.
-Lecture • Yogi Bhajan on Awareness
& Aquarian Age, 7:30 pm Norton
Union, Haas Lounge, U.B.
-Coffeehouse - Allan Thomas - Erie
Community College, $1 , 9 pm - 1 am.
OUTSIDE
-Music - Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra & Univ. Chorus, Univ.
Rochester, Strong Aud. Free.
-Music • Eastman Philharmonic , Eastman Theater, Rochester, 8:15 pm. Admission charge.
SUNDAY, 7 MAY

LOCAL
-Music - Duo-Harp Concert • Lucile
Johnson & Marcela Kozikova ,
Albright-Knox Aud . ,8:30 pm.
Admission charge.
,IC -Video - "Story of a Soldier" production of Stravinsky's mixed media
work- WNED-TV, Channel 17, 10 pm.
-Video - "Morituri" Marlon Brando,
WKBW-TV, Channel 7, 9 pm.

FRIDAY , 12 MAY

OUTSIDE

-Music - Eastman Polyphonic Choir,
Lutheran Church of the Incarnate
Word, Rochester, 8:15 pm, Free,
MONDAY , 8 MAY

LOCAL

-Video - "Whatever Happened to Baby
Jane? " Bette Davis, WKBW-TV, Channel 7, 11 :30 pm.

OUTSIDE

-Art - 1972 Rochester/ Finger Lakes
Exhibition, Memorial Art Gallery,
Rochester.
-Music - Opera " Faust " by Gounod,
Rochester Opera Theater & Philharmonic, Eastman Theater, Rochester
admission charge.
-Music - Rochester Theater Organ Society, Concert Aud Theater, Rochester
8 :15 pm, admission charge.
-Dance - Dance Theater of Rochester
Spring Concert, Xerox Aud., Rochester, 8:15 pm.

-Video - "Playhouse New York - The
40's : Particular Men" Stacey Keach,
in play by Loring Mandel, centered
around atom bomb. 8 pm. WNED-TV
channel 17.
-Video - "Waterhole No. 3" James
Coburn, WKBW-TV, channel 7, 9 pm.

CAMPUS

TUESDAY, 9 MAY

-Music - Band Concert directed by
Frank Collura, Campus School Aud.,
8: 15 pm, Free.

LOCAL

-Video - "The Prize" Paul Newman,
WKBW-TV, channel 7, 11:30 pm.
-Concert - Stephen Stills - Memorial
Aud. 8pm.

OUTSIDE

-Music - Eastman Chorale -Kilbourn
Hall, Rochester, 8: 15 pm, admission
charge.
WEDNESDAY, 10 MAY

LOCAL

-Science - Public Night Kellogg Observatory, Buffalo Museum of Science, at
dusk.
-Video - "The King And I" Deborah
Kerr WKBW-TV channel 7, 8:30 pm.
-Video - "Baby the Rain Must Fall"
Steve McQueen, WKBW-TV, channel
7, 11:30 pm.
THURSDAY, 11 MAY

-Theater - "The Birds" by
Aristophanes, Strasenburgh
Planetarium, Rochester, 9 pm, admission charge thru 21 May.
-Music - Eastman Philharmonic at the
John F. Kennedy Center, Washington,
D.C.

STRAIT 4 MAY

1972

SATURDAY, 13 MAY

-Science - Audubon Field Trip to 18
Mile Creek , Buffalo Museum of
Science, 9:30 am.
-Science - Nature Walk : Niagara Glen,
Buffalo Museum of Science, 9 am.
# -Video - Creative Associates presents
"Crockett" by Rosenberg and "Sonata
Number Three for Violin & Piano" by
Hiller. WNED-TV, hannel 17, 9 pm.
SUNDAY, 14 MAY

LOCAL

-Science - Ms .. Schmidt's Nature Walk :
Spring at Blue Mont, Buffalo Museum
of Science, 2 pm.

-Music - Student , Recital Campus
School Aud. 8: 15 pm, Free.

LOCAL

SENIORS-

LOCAL

make your
appointment

NOW.

Sign up

to have your
.
senior portrait
taken

YEARBOOK OFFICE,
1 MAY - 5 MAY 9AM - 5PM

STUDENT UNION

STATE PROFESSOR IS LOOK·
ING

FOR

TO

CARE

-Music - Musical Picnic - Eastman
Theater, Rochester, afternoon.

APARTMENT

NOTHING

MONDAY, 15 MAY

STUDENT

WIFE

AND

DURING

ALL

OR PART OF HIS SUMMER OF
TRAVEL .
SIBLE,
TO

MUST

BE

WILLING

DO

LIGHT

STUDENT
ROOM
ED

*

FOR

RESPON-

AND

ABLE

HOUSEWORK;

NON-SMOKER .

OUTSIDE

CAMPUS

FEMALE

SUMMER

PREFERRED.

AND BOARD PROVIDPLUS

SALARY.

716-884-4941 EVENINGS.

TUESDAY, 16 MAY

Ticket Agencies and Information

-THE END!

LOCAL

-Science - Ms . . Schmidt's Nature Walk Buffalo State Ticket Office .. 862-5531
:Kenneglen, 10 : 30 am, Buffalo Norton Union Ticket Office .. 831-3704
Buffalo Festival Ticket Office . .854-7173
Museum of Science.
Cricket Ticket Agency . . . . . 835-2828
Salsberg Ticket Agency . . . . 834-1, .
OUTSIDE
-Music - Rochester Chamber Soloists, Denton, Dottier &Daniels . . . 854-3
Xerox Aud, Rochester, 8 pm, ad- Canisius College Ticket Office . 882-11 1
Studio Arena Ticket Office . . 856-5650 ·
mission charge.
30
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DRAFT BEER or ALE by GL~SS or PJTCHER
SERVfNG A.NACONES 'FAMOUS'
ROAST BEEF on KIMELWICK
BILLIARD TAf!LE AVALIBLE
)'OUR CHOISE of BACKGROUND MUSIC
(JUKE BOX)
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HASSLED?

The HELP CENTER i,, op<'n frolll
IO a.rn. lo mid11i ht.
Any problems .... legal, rncdi('al, pcr:-;011al.
· Call or drop in B7, Cha:-;<' llall.
Buffalo State Colleg,·.

HELP CENTER

HEY, SWEE'l,Y-Whatcba I doin I in September?
Well, we're gonna be doing
STRAIT so tbat you and tbe rest of
the world migbt be getting STRAIT
as is

now custom .

And we're gonn a be needing a
lot of

people to help us do STRAIT

so-O-O-O •••
COME ON UP FOR A VIS IT and
maybe eve n a cup of c offee.
LET 1 S TALK ABOUT WHAT YOU CAN
DO , OR MAYBE CAN I T DO - BU'r WE I LL

TEACH YOU .
STRAIT NEEDS :
News writers; a rts writers; s tory

·862-5336
Interested in training to voluntef'r?
_Watch posters for workshops
s ponsored by HELP CENTER . .
Or give us a call.

writers ;spe ll i n g ri~hte r s;us sel lers;
add s ell e r s ; wi ne cell ar s ; arti sts ;
c·artoonists~ coJ,.umn3:.'s ts; cJjc ulatio
.

..

ists; designe r s ; ph otograph~rs; and

·

just abo u t .ANYONErs.
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